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This past Thursday, Trinity
students and faculty gathered in
the Washington Room for the
"Eat, Drink, and Be Festive"
event, sponsored by the Chapel.
The evening was held in honor of
the numerous holidays that occur
at the beginning of November,
including the Hindu celebration
www.tribuneindia.com
A woman lights a diya for Diwaii.
of Diwaii, the Muslim holiday of
Ramadan (the month-long cele-
bration actually ended on
Thursday), the Catholic celebra-
tions of All Souls and A1J Saints
Day, and the Lutheran
Reformation Day. Although the
dinner was held to ostensibly eel-
oration
ebrate these events in a commu-
nal, inter-faith setting, the
evening accomplished much
more. Members of the Trinity
community gave presentations on
the holidays over a delicious meal
of Indian and halal foods, serving
(no pun intended) to cross reli-
gious barriers and educate those
present at the dinner. Organised
by Jordan Fisher '08, the evening
was a resounding
success.







Syrian robe) and Kufi
(prayer cap) at the
dinner. He began his
speech by explaining
the definition of
halal; the term references any-
thing that is permissible under
Islamic law, including food,
speech, dress, and conduct. The
term halal is
for food, mainly
Trouble-shooting to Protect Students Causes Construction Delay
BILL COSGROVE
NEWS WRITER
The Long Walk restoration
project is moving slower than
originally expected and reports
from officials indicate that the
Trinity community "should not
expect to see full blown construc-
tion crews on the Long Walk
before the spring" and that major
construction will likely not take
place until after graduation.
Problems began last year
when cracks were discovered in
the original gutters, slate roofs and
fixtures of Jarvis and Seabury.
The cracks allow water to seep in
between the stones, disrupting the
structure of the buildings. A May
3 Tripod article reported the proj-
ect would be completed by Aug.
26, but it is now clear that the
scope of the project will require
all of this year and well into next
summer. Protective fencing has
been up for a few months to pro-
tect people from possible debris.
Director of Facilities Sally Katz
says the primary concern is to pro-
tect the dormers livina. in Jarvis.
cantly to the integrity of the struc-
ture we may (emphasis on may),
be able to bring the fencing closer
to the building or bring it down all
developments. "I thought that we
would be better informed about
when and how things would be
getting done, but I haven't
Pratt
Fences have lined the Long Walk since September.
together. If that is the case we will received any e-mails
not need to erect a covered walk-
way or put down a temporary
sidewalk. As of today this is my
'hope,' but I won't know for a few
weeks if it will happen."
Many students ore beginning
l  meat. As: most ' I "w
c*if«aoi3 i a ahrtiii* t]
see DINNER on page 12
stated that, "if we can come up
with a process that adds signifi-
seermng lack'of progress:
upset that they have not been kept
up to date concerning the project's
since
September updating me on where
we stand as Jarvis residents in the
scheme of future plans," said
Randy Gretz '09.
Umair. Muhammed '09
agreed; "I hate that they keep us
Studentcons
see ADMINISTRATORS on page 8




If you were wondering where
the party was at on Thursday and
Friday, you should've looked no
further than the Underground
Coffeehouse. Suffice it to say,
some funkiness was going down.
And y'all should've been there.
On Thursday night the audi-
ence at the Underground was
treated to the talented stylings of
Jerome Chiu '07, Sandra Lawson
'06, Pat Greene '07, and Danika
Rivera '07. It was an eclectic per-
formance, with each group mem-
ber contributing his or her ownOke performed at the Underground Coffeehouse on Friday.
Petty Crime Increases on Campus
unique style. There were guitars.
There was a cello. There was a
drum. There was off the hook
beatboxing from Sam Zivin '07.
There were inspired vocals. And,
of course, there was dancing.
They introduced themselves
as individual performers in col-
laboration, rather than a group, so
this was quite the rare perform-
ance. Greene and Chiu are both
members of the Accidentals,.but
this performance allowed them to
showcase their many other musi-
cal talents- like Greene's mean
guitar (which I was lucky enough
to be able to hear at all hours of
the day freshman year when we
lived on the same floor...but not
everyone can be so privileged)
and Chiu's beautiful cello play-
ing, Rivera and Lawson can both
be found at various events on
campus, spreading love and joy
through melody, but it was great
to hear their unique voices blend
together in harmony.
Along with a few original
songs, they performed covers like
Princes' "Kiss," Radiohead's
"Fake Plastic Trees," Damien
Rice\s "Amie" and "Cannonball,"
see MCILVAINE on page 17
FABRIZIO MONTERMINI
NEWS WRITER
Over the past few weeks,
there has been a disturbingly high
number of reported robberies and
burglaries that has prompted fear
and worry among many students
at Trinity,
Since August 2005, there
have been three robberies, all in
the last couple weeks of October,
and six burglaries on campus,
according to Chris Lyons, the
Assistant Director of Campus
Safety. In the entirety of the fall
semester 2004, there was one rob-
bery and one burglary; the spring
semester there were no robberies
and three burglaries. In three
months, records indicate that we
have had more burglaries and
robberies than in all of the 2004-
05 school year.
It should be noted that rob-
beries are defined as someone
taking something of value from
another person, and burglary is
associated with unlawfully enter-
ing a structure.
Lyons explains that the reason
for this increase Trinity is inter-
connected with Hartford - when
there is an increase in crime in
Hartford, we see an increase in
. crime at Trinity. In the 2004-05
school year, city records indicated
a significant drop in these types
of crimes, and Trinity felt this
spillover effect.
In fact, statistics from past
years show how fluctuations
occur in the crime at Trinity and
Hartford. In the second semester
and summer of the 2003-04
school year, for example, there
were three robberies and 10 bur-
glaries, a significant jump from
the following 2004-05 semesters.
Some students at Trinity
adamantly feel that the recent
increase is due to other factors
besides natural fluctuations in
Hartford. A freshman student who
was accosted by four individuals
and robbed a few weeks ago
see CAMPUS on page 9
W:M&m&m
Check out a special
investigative report on




The Senior Class plans their
unique gift to the school, to learn
more go to pa'ge 6. • .
Read up on the Talent Show that
Imani sponsored- Saturday on
page 15.
Director of Urban Initiatives
James Trostle'speaks of delays in
urban planning on page 3.
Learn more about the war that
Christinas is waging on


































. Adrienne GaBhey '07















Many Trinity students are or have recently been in the midst of midterm exams and
projects. I've heard from many fellow students who've said that their workloads have
increased drastically, and can relate to the feeling that we can begin to experience when
assignments pile up. It's stress, and for many, it can contribute to odd behavior that does not
always include studying.
If student involvement in. varsity sports or time-intensive organizations can evidence
anything, it is that youi average College student has more time to accomplish his/her tasks
than he/she is willing to believe. What dedicated members of these extracurriculars know is
that when they have less time to waste, they also gain a rare commodity that can be called
any number of things, including: initiative, motivation, organization, and pragmatism.
Sophomores know something most first-year students don't: They can handle a lot
more responsibility than they had previously thought. Juniors know something else: They
can handle a lot more responsibility than they had thought they could when they were soph-
omores. Seniors know even more in that vein.
Trinity is a liberal arts college. Liberal Arts Colleges were created to educate minds
for education's sake. If Trinity students are aware of the purpose of a liberal arts education
as incoming freshmen, it seems that by the time they are seniors, like me, they have forgot-
ten this. Are students ever aware of the notion of liberal arts? It seems that very few ever
truly believe in this idealistic form of education, and unfortunately, some of us don't become
the scholars that we or our gracious professors thought we might.
If being a college student teaches us anything, it's that expectations placed on us
will never trump the expectations we place on ourselves. Regardless of its purpose as a liber-
al arts college, Trinity teaches us that we are only what we make ourselves out to be. Success
can only be judged through our own lenses and sense of fulfillment.
My point, in a few words, is that we are able to do so much with our time. To take
college as a pursuit of high GPAs is counter to how many of our professors want us to treat
education. It is my hope that the vast majority of our teachers want us to see past our lesson
plans and their immediate practical purposes.
If we choose not to be scholars, then it is still completely necessary for us to focus
our attentions somewhere. Education can take many forms, but it can only come to fruition
if we find causes towards which we can focus our passions. These passions slow time enough
for us to understand that time, within and past college, is under our own control.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday; excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
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Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submis-
sions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discre-
tion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
AU letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod, The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
Campus Mail Box 7025*2 E-Mail: tripod@trincoll.edu
Tutorial a Model
of the Liberal Arts
BEN MILLER
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Last week, Noa Landes wrote
about Tutorial last week as a
space to "climb over academic
fences." Indeed, much of the frus-
tration expressed in last week's
paper concerns the non-expertise
of the professors on the works we
are reading, which perchance in
the entire point.
What is this astonishment in
Tutorial over the practice of inter-
disciplinary study? Why is
endangered realization of liberal
arts education on campus and per-
haps the NESCAC.
Even in the microcosm of
Tutorial, however, we fail to prac-
tice what we preach. Instead of
picking from a prestigious wait-
ing list of professors wishing to be
a part of Tutorial, Michael
Niemann has had such trouble
that he has asked me and a few
friends for names of professors
we like that he he can in turn
beseech. It is up in the air whether
Why is Tutorial College itself thought
of as such a novel program in a school
whose ideals are officially parallel?
Tutorial College itself thought of
as such a novel program in a
school whose ideals are officially
parallel? Why does the Tutorial
program have such difficulty
acquiring professors? Are we, stu-
dents and faculty, all not here to
participate in a liberal arts educa-
tion?
Liberal arts education is a
rejection of the European and uni-
versity tradition of practicality to
a particular post-education end.
The College's mission statement
reads, "Our purpose is to- foster
critical thinking, free the mind of
parochialism and prejudice bring-
ing to the classroom the insight
and enthusiasm of people actively
engaged in intellectual inquiry."
This is the spirit of the
despised quantitative-literacy test,
regular literacy requirement and
distribution requirements. I don't
or not Tutorial will find a fifth
professor for next year. What is
this stubbornness, this refusal to
stoop down to the level of teach-
ing students of various majors?
The lack of interdisciplinary
communication on campus is
extraordinary at Trinity. Erik
Vogt, the advisor to the
Philosophy Club, told us last year
that during his position at one of
his previous universities, students
and professors from all disci-
plines would drive up to four
hours to discuss various ideas fer-
vently into the morning at their
Philosophy Club meetings. Those
meetings took place- on Friday
nights!
This realization of the spirit of
liberal arts appears in stark con-
trast with Trinity College. In our
Philosophy Club meetings, we
select accessible and intra-disci-
We select accessible and intxadisciplinary
points of discussion... to receive a mere
handful of dedicated but jaded students.
feel strongly as to whether or not
this is a good model, but it is the
mode we aspire to at our college,
and we, for better or worse, fail.
The fact that Tutorial is
thought such a special program
and as a program that lends
Trinity a competitive edge within
NESCAC shows that the problem
transcends campus. What is
Tutorial but the actual phenome-
non of the liberal arts ideology?
Tutorial professors work with
material they haven't touched
since their undergraduate years
and are therefore right there with
the students, on our level.
Unfortunately, Tutorial is an
plinary points of discussion - the
Corporation, surrealist art, the
Iraq War - to receive a mere hand-
ful of dedicated but jaded stu-
dents. (Awkward plug: the
Philosophy Club will meet in the
library on Oct. 10 at 7 p.m. to dis-
cuss Breton's "Second Manifesto
on Surrealism.")
Awkward Chris Moore allu-
sion: prove me wrong. Scholars of
all disciplines need to remember
the spirit of liberal arts or ask
someone to take that spirit out of
our mission statement.
Nonetheless, I commend Trinity
for at least hosting the idealistic
Tutorial College.
PT braces itself for Homecoming Weekend - and the ensuing
madness. Let's not let football distract us from the EROS Film
Festival and their great slate of films.
Preview Weekend brings in The Institute of
enthusiastic young pres- jjk | Secularism brings in surly
froshes. old Christopher Hitchens.
The EROS Film Festival is
back for another year. t
Brokeback Mountain would
have broken the bank.
The Bistro downsizes its
salad bowls.
. PT pulls an Elaine Benes
* and asks for a "big bowl."
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Lack of Direction Hinders Potential for Urban Engagement Programs •
JAMES TROSTLE
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Over the past decade, Trinity
has successfully built a national
reputation. We are known as a lib-
eral arts college deeply and broad-
ly committed to its urban location,
and this gives us more prestige
and marketing power than a
ask whether the College's urban
rhetoric weighs more than its
resources, and it is no wonder: the
Trinity Center for Neighborhoods
has just closed: the management
of the Learning Corridor schools
may be turned over to the
Hartford public schools; the Aetna
Center for Families just got a two-
month extension but may still
Our neighbors increasingly ask whether
the College s urban rhetoric weighs more
than its resources.
world-class squash team.
We boast a broad array of
offices, programs and a curricu-
lum that helps our students, facul-
ty, and staff reach out to Hartford
and find academically rigorous
and meaningful opportunities to
learn from the city and its resi-
dents. Other colleges and univer-
sities regularly visit us to see how
we are organized to do this work.
To top it off, this past summer, the
same Princeton Review that used
to list us as a major "Party
School" selected us instead in a
book called Colleges with a
Conscience that describes 80 col-
leges and universities with excel-
lent urban engagement programs.
Why then, after a decade of
success and an image of excel-
lence, are Trinity's programs that
promote this disappearing, under-
staffed, or at risk? From my per-
spective as a faculty member
appointed three years (and three
presidents) ago as Director of




close at the end of December; the
Cities Data Center closed last
year; contracts for our
Coordinator of School
Partnerships and our Coordinator
of Community Learning expire
this summer and may not be
renewed; the Professor of
Comparative Urban Studies left
three years ago and was not
replaced; our Vice President for
Community and Institutional
Relations resigned last summer
and was not replaced; 1 am leav-
ing my position at the end of
Why is it that, almost 18
months into a new presidency, and
after a year-long transparent con-
sultative and planning process, we
still have no clear public messages
articulating where this college is
headed? We have heard a great
deal about budget constraints and
personnel changes, but these kinds
of challenges make it all the more
essential that the leadership of this
college state clearly and often that
they continue to be committed to
the idea that Hartford is at once
the critical source of the College's
success and a partner in the
College's academic programs. If
they cannot state this, then we
need to know whether instead the
College is - purposively or unwit-
tingly - pulling back from its local
commitment to Hartford and
investing instead in internal cur-
ricular reform or global and Study
Abroad programs or an ice hockey
rink that we have conveniently
labeled a '"Community Sports
Complex" but may end up being
too costly for community groups
to use.
If we wore to ask students and
Trinity's urban programs are distrib-
uted across many departments and offices
with different purposes.
December; and our office of
Community Service and Civic
Engagement continues to be over-
worked and understaffed. To be
fair, not every program deserved
to continue or to remain
unchanged, but at this point, the
pruning is starting to damage the
tree.
faculty whether they remain com-
mitted to the urban programs at
Trinity, the numbers would speak
for themselves. More students
came to Do It Day this year than
ever before, and we offered more
courses with a Community
see URBAN on page 5
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LISA SAN PASCUAL
OPINIONS EDITOR
For anyone who's missed it,
Trinity has been diagnosed with a
number of illnesses in these past
few weeks. Problems identified
have ranged from serious academ-
veritable rock star status. When the
Tripod postponed printing his arti-
cle, Moore recognized that nobody
could render him mute. After dis-
tributing his now-famous article
"Prove Me Wrong" via email and
good old-fashioned newsboy style,
When the Tripod postponed printing
his article, Moore recognized that nobody
could render him mute.
ic and social ills to not-so-serious
ills of other kinds (such as
NESCAC penis envy). Solutions
offered have been equally diverse,
ranging from a town-hall-style
meeting of minds, to magically
tipping our endowment, to the all-
out abolition of our varsity football
team, which, apparently, is suck-
ing out not only huge amounts of
he went on to print several more in
the Tripod, one of them an exhor-
tation - written in Spanish - to
tune into the day-to-day reality of
Hartford culture. A valuable addi-
tion indeed: who's to say that a
Chartwells employee is not going
to pick up the Tripod and suddenly
perk up when s/he sees an article
written in his or her native lan-
What did Moore do that was so differ-
ent? It wasn't that he addressed old issues...
lie created new outlets for addressing them.
guage?
The point of all of this is not
that when bad things happen on
campus we should host 27 rallies
said endowment but the very men-
tal capacity and, dare I say it, souls
of the Trinity student body as well.
And then, slowly, people start-
ed to do something about it. Take a and tell each other how goshdarn
cue from Chris Moore, for exam-





On Oct. 28, Scooter Libby
crutched away from the White
House, and I, for one, wasn't
sorry to see him go. The right
has systematically downplayed
the serious breaches of security
- and integrity - that have taken
place by members of President
Bush's staff.
Libby resigned from his post
as Chief of Staff to Vice-
President Cheney after being
indicted on five criminal counts,
including obstruction of justice,
perjury and making false state-
ments.
The charges are in response
to an article written by reporter
Robert Novak which identified
Valerie Plame as an undercover
CIA operative. The leak came
after Plame's husband, diplomat
Joe Wilson, wrote an New York
Times op-ed in which he was
extremely critical of the admin-
istration's motivations for going
to war.
In 2003, Joe Wilson traveled
to Niger to investigate claims
that Niger was supplying Iraq
with uranium to construct
weapons of mass destruction. In
a later New York Times op-ed,
Wilson maintained that his find-
ings were systematically ignored
by an administration that was
determined to go to war. Days
later, Bob Novak refuted
Wilson's claims and suggested
that he had received a position
for which he was unqualified,
because his wife was a CIA
agent. And the cat was out of
the bag.
The Plamegate scandal has
seen He after lie come out of the
White House, dating back to
September of 2003 when Karl
Rove said that he knew nothing
about any leak of Joe Wilson's
wife's identity. At that point,
Rove had already spoken with
both Novak and Time reporter
Matt Cooper about Plame.
Libby has also claimed that he
found out about Plame's CIA
status from speaking with
NBC's Tim Russert, when it
seems apparent that he was actu-
see SCOOTER on page 5
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Dear Jimmy...
President Jones Answers Students' Questions
"What is the timetable for Long Walk
[construction?"
With the Long Walk buildings issue,
[Trinity is confronted with one of those real
conundrums that from time to time appear
on an institution's proverbial radar screen.
The realities are as follows. Jarvis and
Seabury are historic buildings of consider-
able aesthetic importance to every member
ot our pic-eni College community and 10
those who both e.ur:e here before us and
who will l'ni'iow us in this \enerahle place.
The slate roof1- normally would last 5t) years Trinilv has gotten bettor
than twice the number of yeai.s from the roofs themselves. And to c< im-
plicate matters i*ven more, clio dormeis have begun dUiccaiing them-
selves from the huilding roof;..
To repair more than eight dormers and to repair the slate on ihc
roofs thus pre?cut> ,1 complicated dilemma to the College at Ihc very
rime of the \c.sr when we are moving into the winter with the
inevitable snows. Since ihv buildings .i« of immense historical and
aesthetic importance tind since the winter is upon us, we are moving
on two fronts >itnu!t;injouf.ly.
First, we aie doing everything aivliitoesumlly possible to secure the
buildings for t,nfc\y concerns. 'Iherefnic, the recent deluges of rain
caused some problems in j few room.-, thai could not bv predicted.
Tliose initial problem* brought immediate responses from the
Buildings and (iiciuncN Director. Sall\ K.it.*. The fences had to be
erected when we kMrn-'d lhai some of the dormers might even fall if
hie!. v\inds weu (o strike the buildings in ceitain iriliciil direction^.
i Second, wo aic making dei.iiled plans now to hegin the actual
1 wont a.s .suon a.>. we can in the Iuti.- sprinsi of 200fi. Cranes und scaf-
| folding wiJ! h« e-vi-ieil with a view to providing safety concerns first
' iind ihe lea^l possible .iinount of disruption to ihe daily lives of stu-
I dents, faculty, and staff second. We hope to move a.s quickly as pos-
I siblc during the summer months of 2006 to repair the buildings prop-
1 ef'iy fiw'th^r^e'of'on&W'thV^iiotry's1 nrtVsfbe'aiitiful• academic
Please send any questions !
for President Jones • •
to tripod@trincoll.edu. \
._.._._. _ . i
Today's Left Misses the Point
JOSEPH TARZI
OPINIONS WRITER
South Park has a name for
them: "College Know-It-Ail
Hippies." You've each either
met one or are one: ultra-liberal
folks hanging around every col-
lege campus who manage to men-
tion how evil corporations are
every time you speak to them and
remind you that every time you
shop at Wal-Mart, you kill a baby.
else from going to Taco Bell.
As far as their favorite whip-
ping boy, Wal-Mart (or similar
stores), maybe they can afford not
to shop there, but I can't, and nei-
ther can most of rest of the coun-
try. Also, the Wal-Mart in the
Behind the Rocks neighborhood
of Hartford in particular is proba-
bly the best thing to happen to that
neighborhood in a long time. As
there was no existing retail for
Maybe they can afford not to shop [at
Wal-Mart], but I can't, and neither can
most of the rest of the country.
I, for one, actually considered
myself ultra-liberal before I came
to Trinity, but now think I am
more of a moderate liberal com-
pared to some of these folks.
What is it about these people that
make them want to rekindle the
student movement of the 1960s?
Don't they realize that that noble
'60s breed known commonly as
"smelly hippies," or Foetidus hip-
pius, eventually ran out of weed,
got cut off by their parents, and
had to get real jobs?
I'm getting ahead of myself,
however. First, let me state that I
don't disagree with the points that
modern-day hippies (I'll call them
hippies for lack of a better term)
make. I do believe corporations
can be cysts on society, I think
Wal-Mart needs to pay a living
wage, and I think the War in Iraq
was the biggest mistake since
Vietnam. It's then: methods, or
lack thereof, that I find issue with.
Telling me that corporations are
evil until you're blue in the face is
not going to stop me or anyone
that Wal-Mart to bully out, it actu-
ally created jobs and higher stan-
dards of living. So while those
people working there are now
making a low wage, it's better
than no wage, which is what was
available before Wal-Mart came
and, coincidently, brought in
other businesses.
Trinity students are also
sometimes picking the wrong bat-
tles. We proclaim how evil cor-
porations are while at the same
time forgetting that local corpora-
tions like Aetna, St. Paul
Travelers, and The Hartford are
pouring hundreds of thousands of
dollars into making our city a bet-
ter place. Of course, their rea-
sons are selfish. By improving
their city's image, they improve
their own image. But I didn't see
anyone in the Hartford communi-
ty complaining when the
Travelers donated land for the
new science center.
Also, we, for some reason,
have a need to protest, even if
there is nothing to really protest.
A recent example on campus was
the "cross-dressing day" which,
as far as I could tell, protested to
get the right to cross-dress. A
more extreme example would be
Northwestern University's recent
hunger strike. That in itself is not
so unusual, except that it was a
hunger strike to get an Asian
Studies program. It looks like
Northwestern has out-protested
us; we should start burning
Buddhist monks to get longer
library hours.
Of course, I don't want this
article to be an entirely hippie-
bashing one. VOID, for example,
does seem to keep the protesting
to issues they really believe in,
and I believe they do sincerely try
to make a difference, rather than
just have a sit-in just because
everyone loves a good sit-in (I'll
admit, I do, too).
I think that the guy in your
dorm who sits around babbling
incoherently about corporations
gives people like VOID members,
who are probably interested in
spouting more than just indoctri-
nated liberal rhetoric, a bad name.
(That's not to say that VOID
members and alike don't ramble
on about evil corporations - lots
of the ones I know do. They just
happen to care enough to do
something about it.)
Essentially, this article is a
result of being told one too many
times about evil corporations by
some 'guy in Abercrombie and
Fitch. Don't be hypocrites: if you
truly believe corporations are evil,
either do something about it, or
move to Amish country, don't just
sit there smoking pot. That's all I
have to say on that subject. If any-
one needs me, I'll be at Wal-Mart.
One Student In Defense of Affirmative Action
Policy Affords Opportunities for the Historically Disenfranchised, Provides Diverse Setting Conducive to Learning
ROLAND GRANT
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
After arriving at Trinity
College, I quickly realized that
the overwhelming majority of the
student body is against affirma-
tive action. Many are opposed to
it because they believe that it is a
form of "reverse discrimination"
and that it is unfair to discrimi-
nate against members of one
group today to compensate for
past discrimination against other
groups.
Let's face it: the overwhelm-
ing majority of people who have
the highest position in most suc-
cessful companies are white. The
majority of people working in
those companies are also white.
Heck, the overwhelming majori-.
ty of people who attend this col-
lege are white. So has affirmative
action really devastated our soci-
ety? Not by a long shot.
Minorities are still significantly
underrepresented in the corporate
and academic worlds.
Some people argue that race
should not be a factor in college
admissions because it has noth-
ing to do with the grades that you
earned in high school. But aca-
demic success is not the only fac-
tor considered by admissions.
Unlike high school, college is not
entirely about grades and tests:
it's about learning.
By constructing a diverse stu-
dent body, you create a diverse
learning environment in which
classroom enabled him to have a
highly successful job in the heart
of the world: New York City.
Although my father was an
intelligent man, he never would
have ventured into a completely
It was [my fathers] uniqueness that laid
the initial building block for his success,
and I am a product of that success.
people can add their own person-
al experiences into the college
community. Our differences bind
us, not divide us.
I could sit here and write the
numerous facts about why affir-
mative action is an essential poli-
cy in our society, but as I con-
template, I ask myself a simple
question. Would I be here if it
weren't for affirmative action or
a policy similar to it?
Well, for starters, my father
came to this country on a track
scholarship as an immigrant from
Trinidad. He was an athletic sen-
sation at his college and, as a
sophomore, was even named
team captain. However, because
he was a student-athlete, he had
to concentrate academically as
well as on the track. The determi-
nation that he exhibited in the
foreign country with entirely dif-
ferent customs if not for his abil-
ity to run track. His athletic abil-
ity was the characteristic that
made him shine above others,
and it was also an important rea-
son why his college was interest-
ed in him. It was his uniqueness
that laid the initial building block
for his success, and I am a prod-
record - while a black student is
accepted because of his race, an
injustice has occurred. However,
if you take away affirmative
action, an even greater injustice
would occur. The question we
have to ask ourselves is: why
does an imbalance in "academic
qualifications" exist in the first
place? The reason for many
minority students' inferior aca-
demic achievement is the dis-
crepancy in the system. The
problem is usually not because
the minority students put in less
time and effort. Instead, the prob-
lem is usually rooted in the histo-
ry of racism and slavery in our
society.
People who are against affir-
mative action pretend that we
live in a Utopian world in which
People... against affirmative action pre-
tend that we live in a Utopian world in
which everyone has an equal opportunity.
uct of that success.
I agree that if a white student
is denied college entrance --
regardless of his having put more
exertion into his studies and
achieving a better academic
everyone has an equal opportuni-
ty for success. This is absolutely
wrong. How can anyone say that
the history of slavery and racism
in this country had absolutely no
effect on minorities? The over-
whelming majority of people
who live in the inner city are
minorities. Do you think pure
laziness in high school put them
into this position?
We are all products of our
environment. There are more
•black males in prison then there
are in college. Do you think that
a typical 18-year-old minority
has the same environment as a
typical 18-year-old Caucasian?
Racism and slavery has led to
minority students usually going
to worse schools, having lower
family incomes, having less
parental education, etc. If a col-
lege refuses to consider race as
an issue, then the white student is
unjustly benefiting from past dis-
criminations. However, if an
admissions panel regards race as
an issue, then a more level play-
ing field is created among the
diverse applicants.
The fact is that affirmative
action has allowed women and
other minorities to gain access to
higher education and profession-
al jobs. Many people would not
be where they are today without
this policy. It is a policy which
has made society more racially
aware and, as a result, more
equal.
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Urban Programs Waver
Despite Great Potential
continued from page 3
Learning component serving more students
this semester than ever before. In the last
few years, more than half of Trinity gradu-
ates have taken at least one community
learning course, and around 40 percent have
offices with different purposes, and this has
made it difficult to articulate a single urban
"message" or "strategy" that is at once sat-
isfying and relevant to all constituencies.
Finally, some are concerned that an urban
focus leaves them out, rather than under-
Ill the last fewyears, more than half of Trinity gradu-
ates have taken at least one community learning course,
and 40 percent have done an academic internship.
done an academic internship.
Opportunities to learn in and from and
with Hartford are built into the curriculum
in many departments, and we are hiring fac-
ulty and attracting students who come to
this institution specifically for this reason.
Why don't we seem to be capable of capi-
talizing on this success and working to
standing that a great urban liberal arts col-
lege does many things in addition to con-
centrating resources on urban themes.
But our present moment of challenge
isn't just a product of organizational struc-
ture or absence of money. Those will come
with the political will to create them. The
perception of many, on and off campus, is
Let me request that President Jones and the adminis-
tration grab the bully pulpit and begin to articulate your
plans and strategies for... [Trinity's] urban programs.
guarantee that it continue long into the
future?
In short, doing this well requires exten-
sive assistance for faculty and students, yet
we have an easier time justifying a lab
assistant to serve eight faculty in a depart-
ment than we do a community learning
coordinator who serves 35 faculty in 20
departments. Trinity's urban programs are
distributed across many departments and
that Trinity is wavering in its commitment.
To close, let me again request that President
Jones and the administration grab the bully
pulpit and begin to articulate your plans and
strategies for how Trinity can extend and
sustain its urban programs. I know that stu-
dents, faculty, staff, administrators, and our
neighbors in Hartford - not to mention the
world of higher education - would love to
know our intentions.
Along tke ^Wrong ^Walk...
"Definitely comedy shows like
Tke Daily Show and MaJTV."
~- Julie Bergman 'oG
"CNN.com."
— jMikey Van Beuren '09
of mouth."
— JVLelody M-enaoza '09
"Channel G news at 10. We end
up watching that by accident all
1 • "the time.
— John Pope 08
"TrinTV, of course.
—Brendan JMcGowan 'oG
Compiled and photographed by Adrienne Gaffney
Sustained Efforts Pay Off
continued from page 3
great diversity is. Yes, there are times for
grand shows of solidarity, to challenge the
status quo or simply to raise awareness. But
what did Moore do that was so different? It
wasn't that he addressed old issues in a big
way — he created new outlets for addressing
them. He didn't let the Tripod's limitations
be his own limitations. Instead of writing an
article in Spanish, he could have pontificat-
ed about "the need to embrace the surround-
ing community." But he forged a new chan-
nel. And these new channels are precisely
what are going to make the difference on
Trinity's campus.
name "Quirks" tells you you don't have to
be perfect to be a hit. Most recently, the mis-
fit culture has found its culmination in the
group Nahcappella, whose very name is the
negation of the norm.
Antiestablishment? Maybe. Will it make
a lasting difference? Absolutely. Groups like
Nahcappella and the Quirks redefine "cool"
on this campus by establishing themselves
as fixtures and allowing a culture to grow
around them in time.
But one of the most visible and perhaps
popular of Trinity's new cultural fixtures is
the co-ed Greek organization Zeta Omega
Eta, launched two years ago by Meghan
We're seeing a growing rejection of the conventional
and, in its place, a new bratpack that celebrates the dif-
ferent, the wayward, the slightly off-kilter.
Right now, our campus is at that point
where each "demonstration" will be a recy-
cled version of the last, and all our "dia-
logues" will revolve around recycled rheto-
ric and the same distaste of -isms. It isn't
until we establish small, highly accessible
ways of connecting that a campus attitude
adjustment can take place.
Thankfully, the campus has seen a few
media reawakenings lately: TrinTV is being
resurrected - for real this time - and is set to
air on Nov. 16. The Other Voice, an alterna-
tive magazine, is rumored to be kicking back
up. Last year, Laurence Tooth '07 revived
the Moveable Joints, Trinity's improv group.
Other aits groups have formed to embody
this new ethos of do-it-yourself innovation.
Particularly with a cappella groups, we're
seeing a growing rejection of the conven-
celebrates the different, the wayw;
slightly off-kilter.
The Quirks, established two years ago,
is the embodiment of unconventionality.
Eschewing the posh, old-money nomen of
established groups like the Trinitones, the
Boone '06. Affectionately termed just
"Zeta," this sorority prides itself on its com-
mitment to true sisterhood. Early some
Saturday mornings, you can find Zeta sisters
- and male sisters - teamed up with Green
Campus for campus cleanup. You won't find
passed-out Playboy bunnies at a Zeta party;
instead, Zeta embraces a whole new ethos of
inclusivity, egalitarianism, and, what the
hell, all that is funky and a little offbeat.
In conclusion: pointing fingers can be
fun, but like your momma said, it's rude.
Moreover, it's futile. The newspaper's echo .
chamber can only last so long till it rever-
berates into meaningless oblivion. And huge
displays of spirit and solidarity may remind
us of our ideals, but, in reality, have just
about as much lasting impact as a caffeine
buzz. Some upperclassmen have gotten the
.^younger students to
Ttnainrairi""o;iif efforts once we're gone.
What's required is a serious and sustained
effort to create new outlets for media, arts,
brother-and-sisterhood, service, and oppor-
tunities for people to stop spouting rhetoric
and just do. And that, my friend, is activism.
Scooter Libby Leaves
Behind Tarnished Past
continued from page 3
ally told by Dick Cheney.
Kail Rove and Scooter Libby will
quibble about the seriousness of -what
they did. Rove has been defended in his
denials of leaking Plame's identity
because he only actually ever referred to
her as Wilson's wife and never used her
name.
This is all semantics and it is ridicu-
lous and offensive to the American pub-
lic. The leak was dangerous and, more-
over, it was morally wrong. Clearly Rove
viding our government with the informa-
tion that they need to make decisions
about security. The release of Plame's
identity did not only hurt her career; it
showed contempt and a lack of regard for
an institution that is so critical to the War
in Iraq.
We often hear the term "freedom"
floated around when speaking about the
war in Iraq. We are being told that it is
the quest for freedom that has us fighting
there. That conjures up a very noble
image, but makes me ask what about free-
This is all semantics, and it is ridiculous and offen-
sive to the American public. The leak was dangerous
and, moreover, it was morally wrong
knew that his conversations with Cooper
were unethical, as he insisted on them
being classified on double, super-secret
background.
A great deal of support for President
Bush came from the fact that he was seen
as the security candidate. People were
proud of the actions he took in the wake
of the 9/11 attacks and felt that he was the
one who could keep our nation safe. That
makes it all the more offensive that mem-
bers of his staff would undermine the CIA
for political gain.
The CIA plays a pivotal role in pro-
dom here, expressly that of speech?
It seems beyond hypocritical that we
are battling for freedom when knowl-
edgeable Americans cannot express their
reservations without seeing their careers
and their personal safety compromised as
a result of a personal vendetta.
In 2003, President Bush vowed that
he would fire anyone who was involved
in this leak. I would say that proof has
been established beyond a shadow of a
doubt.
Libby is gone, and he should be fol-
lowed by Rove.
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Experts Inaugurate Institute for Study of Secularism
SAN-EOU LAN
NEWS WRITER
Trinity College began a
series of public events inaugu-
rate the Institute for the Study of
Secularism in Society and
Culture (ISSSC) on Wednesday.
The institute was funded by a
grant from the Posen
Foundation, under the direction
of Professor Barry Kosmin. The
institute is dedicated to the study
of secularism and its influence
both abroad and domestically.
Each year for the next five
years, a selected group of Trinity
faculty fellows will develop new
courses based on a common
theme from a range of academic
disciplines. The themes are: The
Roots of the Secular Tradition in
the West, The Secular Tradition
and Foundations of the Natural
Sciences, The Heritage of the
Enlightenment, The Global
Impact of Secular Values, and
The Secular Tradition in General
Education.
The events included two
panel presentations featuring
various field experts. The first
panel, entitled "Secularism in
American Public Life," included
commentary from several
authors and journalists. The
panel featured Christopher
Hitchens, a columnist from
Vanity Fair, Susan Jacoby,
author of Freethinkers: A
History of American Secularism,
Peter Steinfels, a religion
columnist for The New York
Times, and Mark Silk, the mod-
erator and director of the Trinity
Program on Public Values.
During the first panel pres-
entation, each of the panelists
offered their expertise on secu-
larism in American public life.
The first speaker, Susan lacoby,
discussed the issue of treating
secularism as a religion.
"Secularism is not a religion,
because faith is based on some-
thing that cannot be proven,"
Jacoby commented. "However,
Secularism has no beliefs that
cannot be proven." She went on
to provide the Stalinist regime as
an example of a group treating
secularism as a religion.
The next speaker, Peter
Steinfels, talked about the grow-
ing trend of secularism and its
results. He explained that "hard
secularism" is when "religious
beliefs will cease to exist when
humanity outgrows its supersti-
tious childhood." He went on to
describe "soft secularism,"
which is when religion ̂ disap-
pears from the public arena,
however, it still holds weight in
the private arena. He stated that
hard secularism has a small
place in American life, but soft











ING ON THE 14TH
Quad Rugby Players
From the CT Jammers
Will Speak at
Cinestudio
the United States. Christopher
Hitchens, the last speaker,
offered a distinct definition
between secularism and atheism.
He said, "Secularism is someone
who believes that religious liber-
ties should still be protected".
He went on to discuss the prob-
lems that come about when indi-
viduals confuse secularism with
atheism.
After each member of the
first panel offered his or her
opinions, the floor became open
to the audience to ask questions.
Due to time constraints, howev-
er, only a few questions were
asked. A student offered the
question, "How should political
parties appeal to voters of the
'red states.'" Susan Jacoby rose
to the occasion and provided an
answer. She believed that the
"worst idea is to fight with val-
ues of the religious left." She
went on to discuss that these
"dueling theologies" is un-
American. She believed that
political parties should not
appeal to religious faith, but
rather should believe in separa-
tion of church and state, which
would protect religious institu-
tions. She went on to say that
political parties should not elicit
support for a policy in "the name
of God." Another student asked,
"Can secularism and religion
coexist with one another?" Peter
Steinfels responded, saying, "As
long as people are partially
rational, or imperfectly evolved
creatures, we will continue to be
religious."
The second panel focused oil-
Will Cyphers
Scholars speak on secularism and its place in academia. see EXPERTS on page 8
Seniors Plan Unique Class Gift
BRENDAN MCGOWAN
NEWS WRITER
The Senior Class Gift
Campaign, an effort on the part of
administration officials and student
leaders to set the record for Senior
Class gift participation, is currently
in full swing at the College. The
enterprise is meant to enhance con-
nections between Senior Class stu-
dents and Trinity and to underscore
the importance of giving back
financially to the College.
One of the chief goals of the
endeavor, according to Alumni
Relations Officer Andrew Miller, is
to elicit enough contributions from
Senior Class students to fund two
individual scholarships to be allo-
cated over the next two academic
years. A senior-only Wine and
Cheese Event on Friday with
President Jimmy Jones will help
kick off the initiative. Special
"Thank You" items, such as a
capella compact discs from
Trinity's singing groups and fleece
stadium blankets will hopefully
entice prospective contributors,
Miller noted.
Student leaders are vital to the
success of the campaign and the
attainment of a record-breaking 86
percent participation rate. Sara
Thiede '06 and Chelsea King '06,
the leaders of the Senior Class Gift
Committee, have enlisted 40 class-
mates from a variety of organiza-
tions and athletic teams to aid in
the cause. "I think that it is impor-
tant for our class to leave its
imprint upon Trinity College/'
King noted. "What better way to
do this than to offer another student
the kind of incredible opportunities
that we had?"
Jones noted that the percentage
of students participating in the
campaign this year is more vital
than the actual amount of money
raised. "It is always a very impor-
tant matter for presidents of
schools to be able to report to
donors, foundations, and corpora-
tions from which we are eliciting
financial support that one's institu-
tion's alumni, parents, and friends
feel strongly enough about the edu-
cation students receive at a place
like Trinity that they give on an
annual basis to the Trinity Fund,
which allows the College to offset
financial demands on the budget,"
Jones stated.
Jones also explained that the
"actual cost of educating one stu-
dent is approximately ten thousand
dollars more than the total cost of
tuition and fees." Gifts to the
College are the only way to offset
this cost outside of drawing on the
Trinity endowment.
Ron Joyce, Vice President for
College Advancement, indicated
that the Senior Class Gift Program
is part of a larger plan to attain a 55
percent overall alumni giving rate.
Trinity's current giving rate is 45.3
percent, a figure which pales con-
siderably when compared to
NESCAC institutions at the top of
the U.S. News and World Report
ranked list of liberal arts institu-
tions. Williams and Amherst, the
top colleges on that list, have alum-
ni giving rates of 60 and 63 per-
cent, respectively.
A successful senior gift cam-
paign, Joyce stated, would help set
the tone for a larger initiative, such
as Trinity's drive to increase the
College endowment by $200 mil-
lion over the course of the next
decade. "There has never been a
better time in Trinity's history to
organize and run this campaign,"
Joyce said. "We have strong presi-
dential leadership, a strategic plan
thanks to the Cornerstone Project,
a passion among alumni and self-
evident needs to be addressed."
Joyce emphasized the enthusiasm
for Trinity's financial revitalization
among the alumni community by
providing the example of Bill
Reynolds '71, who has volunteered
to match senior class contributions
dollar for dollar for the second year
in a row.
Jones concluded his remarks
by stating that the goals of the cam-
paign were twofold. The Senior
Class Gift, he explained, "...
demonstrates that our students
understand how valuable their edu-
cation at Trinity is to their future
lives. Second, the Senior Class
Gift demonstrates the seniors' own
realization that they too have a
responsibility, having received a
Trinity education, to give some-
thing back to a College that has
given so much to them."
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A Two-Part Series - By Ashley Bell and David Pietrocola
In the past 10 years, Trinity has undergone a
major transformation, redefining itself as the
premiere liberal arts college situated in an
urban setting. Within a six year span during the
tenure of President Evan Dobelle, Trinity plant-
ed itself on the national stage with the ambi-
tious and truly innovative Learning Corridor,
and a plethora of soft-money-driven programs
sprouted up across the institution to bring the
new commitment to Hartford's residents.
Indeed, Trinity attracted many of the direc-
tors and faculty who now run various urban
initiatives during the Dobelle era. Members of
this group recall the excitement and momen-
tum felt throughout the campus during the late
1990s, characterized by the President's die-
hard vision to reshape Trinity's reputation in
the capital city it has called home for 182
years. It is also no secret the massive Learning
Corridor investment was partly fueled by self-
interest, as increased gang violence and neigh-
borhood deterioration in the second poorest
city in the country threatened the future of the
College.
Nevertheless, Dobelle's reaching vision
failed to curb overspending, a matter President
Jimmy Jones and the College community are
painfully addressing in this time of financial
worries, budget cuts and salary freezes. Further
complicating the issue is the unfortunately
timed expiration of the very soft money grants
that funded a variety of community outreach
The Bureaucracy
programs and services, leaving many with
scarce resources or outright on the budget cut-
ting board.
Is the declining dedication and resources to
urban initiatives a temporary trend, or is Trinity
facing inward to address its own issues for an
extended period? Can a College without a
prominent and unified urban vision from its
administration retain the momentum necessary
to continue community relations? We have
posed these questions to a range of personnel
across all facets of the institution and answers
and explanations have widely varied. Not sur-
prisingly, opinions are distinctly different
between the front line and the official word of
the administration.
The Downfall
Over the past year, a variety
of committees, reports and rec-
ommendations have investigated
the complex and grappling issue
of Trinity's relationship with the
community. This active stage of
what many sources have
described as "planning," or the
College "in transition," has pro-
duced a number of documents,
but have still failed to address the
current onslaught of personnel
and budget cuts offices associat-
ed with urban engagement are
experiencing, nor have they thus
far produced any unified out-
come.
In terms of last year's
Cornerstones Project, the Urban
Engagement Advisory,
Committee emphasized the
improvement of current pro-
grams and the immediate need
for an urban initiative-based
endowment to support these
innovative services to both stu-
dents and local residents.
However, some members of the
Cornerstone Advisory
Committee (CAC) feel the report
was "filtered" through the
President's Cornerstone Planning
Group (including the Deans and
Vice Presidents) and the recom-
mendations that reached the final
Cornerstone Plan and subsequent
Action Plan were not truly repre-
sentative of the original docu-
ment.
Indeed, some Urban CAC
members were shocked to see the
Cornerstone Plan's lack of
emphasis on Trinity's urban
engagements, and were instead
introduced to a fusion of urban
and global initiatives. Professor
of History and CAC member
Susan Pennybacker suggested
the final plan supports, the,, Jan-,.
guage and goals specifically for
the current budget and forthcom-
ing capital campaign. "The
urban/global language shows the
aspirations of the deans and
Office of the President," she said.
Members of the administra-
tion and faculty convened in the
Trinity Urban Review
Committee (TURC) to take a
hard look at programs that would
soon be losing funding from the
Kellogg Foundation, as well as
the rest, of Trinity's . urban
engagements and their relation-
ship to the College's core educa-
tional mission.
Essentially, the report justi-
fies Trinity's dedication to the
community in three "over arch-
ing principles" and explains
quite plainly the financial limita-
tions of the institution. "Trinity
cannot survive for long if the city
crumbles around it," the report
states, though "It does not have
the 'deep pockets' and financial
resources of major universities
... to support major redevelop-
ment or physical renovation."
Instead, the report stresses the
importance to "increase the intel-




A second committee of facul-
ty in the spring accepted a charge
from Dean of the Faculty Frank
Kirkpatrick and then Vice
President Sharon Herzberger to
global education program.
The report from the
Committee suggested, "ideally, it
should be almost impossible for a
student to graduate from Trinity
without having some such expo-
sure [to a global-urban experi-
ence] ."
In addition to debating the
curricular additions an
urban/global focus would make,
the group recommended the cre-
ation of a Global-Urban Steering
Committee to continue their
work. Kirkpatrick announced
this new group in an email to fac-
ulty on Oct. 27, dividing the
steering committee into two sub-
groups. One group will "focus on
recommendations for academic
and curricular initiatives that will
embed urban/global content
squarely in the courses and aca-
demic programs we offer stu-
dents," while the second group
will "focus on the pedagogical
and experiential pedagogies in
which urban and global engage-
ments are or should be built into
the overall curriculum." By late
this semester, the groups will
make recommendations to
Kirkpatrick for presentation to
the Planning and Budget
Council.
In next week's continuation of Tripods special report:
-The Global-Urban Dichotomy
- A Look at the Community Sports Complex
-Trinity's Future as an Urban Leader
What seemed earlier to be a
positive progression towards
Trinity's emergence into the urban
environment has now become a
clear neglect on the part of the
administration. For years, the
ment with the Learning Corridor as
the connection between Trinity and
the urban community, with rooms
to hold group meetings and a place
where Trinity can interact with
local residents and businesses.
Although the College does not
own the building, it was a main
contributor in the building and
maintaining process. But now,
instead of the College making its
involvement in the facility a prior-
ity, there seems to be an apparent
trend of less interest, less funding.
The school doesn't have as big of a
part as they used to, according to a
source, because they depend on
soft money to sustain the. facility.
The inability of the school to place
programs like the Learning
Corridor on hard money is what
has caused the beginning of
Trinity's wane in urban participa-
tion. Instead of investing in new
programs, or even helping to sus-
tain the current ones, Trinity is
relying on the press it received
from its past participation in the
Learning Corridor to help sustain
the college's image of urban partic-
ipation, continued the source.
The Trinity Center for
Neighborhoods is also a program
that suffered from Trinity's lack of
urban community involvement.
TCN was on the Kellogg grant for
a few years before it was put into
the school's hands. Trinfo Cafe1 and
TCN were both on the Kellogg
grant which took care of their fund-
ing from the beginning until July
2005. Linda Martinez, a Trinfo
employee, commented, "The
Kellogg Grant Foundation funds
have been exhausted ... just this
year [Trinfo] has gone under: the
Trinity umbrella [in terms of fund-
ing] ." But the budget cuts have
affected both institutions in a major
way, and TCN is ultimately "sus-
pending work" says a source.
' jgfflKfifeTOport̂ ouiiined '̂a ;.
plan that would provide funding
for all of the urb an programs, how-
ever, TCN would have to fuse with
Trinfo, which would force TCN to
abandon its partnership with
United Connecticut Action for
Neighborhoods (UCAN). Alta
Lash was in charge of TCN and
decided to leave this year, which
left TCN with no manager and was
forced to close. Lash was the one
of the only people heavily involved
in the project, and her alliance with
UCAN created student projects
that brought an academic side to
Trinity's urban engagement. "TCN
was going full steam up until the
end," commented Lash. "Students
were working on independent proj-
ects and internships during the pre-
vious semester and everything was
running the way it was supposed
to."
Now the school is faced with
cutting its ties to its urban sur-
roundings, and with TCN gone,
that is one less organization that
the school can continue to base its
position in the community on.
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Administrators Seek New Experts Explain the Role
Ways to Assess Long Walk of Secularism in Politics
continued from page 1
Government Association President Narin
Prum '06 said, "The College has done noth-
ing to communicate to the student body
about the developments of the Long Walk
restoration [project]. They need to let us
know what they intend on doing to solve a
problem that affects us all."
Katz stressed that the project leaders are
taking time to fully investigate the Long
Walk, but are still in the process of finding
the best way to proceed in restoring the
buildings. "I understand that to many it
seems like we have been dragging our feet
on this project," she said, "Nothing could be
further from the truth. We have been going
through the steps of due diligence in order to
insure that we make the right and the
smartest decisions possible."
"The investigation has taken a bit longer
than we originally expected, [but] our goal is
to be able to present a plan to the President
and die rest of the Trinity community within'
the next few weeks," said Katz.
Although students are frustrated by the
situation, most say that they still enjoy living
in Jarvis. "I don't regret living in Jarvis, the
people are great. I just wish the situation had
been handled better," said Gretz, who thinks
Jarvis residents should get a lower room rat-
ing than usual in the spring housing lottery.
"Location and aesthetic appearance were the
only things that gave us a higher rating, but
now the inconvenience and unattractiveness
of the fences have ruined those perks."
Another problem with the project is mat
tour routes for prospective students have had
to be altered. "The Long Walk situation has
been kind of a bummer; to be honest [it] is so
ugly now, and the [quad] is so messy and dif-
ficult to walk on that it's embarrassing to
bring tours on it," said tour guide Sarah
Barker '08. "Unfortunately, when the ground
is muddy we have to take alternate routes on
the lower Long Walk, which prevents people
from seeing important things like the plaque,
the view of the main quad from the top of the
hill, and the beautiful buildings up close."
A temporary walkway to the east of the
Long Walk (deemed the "Wrong Walk" by
Dean Afford) that would have allowed stu-
dents and staff to comfortably walk along the
quad during restoration has yet to be
installed. Katz said the walkway is on order
and is made from a material that is used on
outdoor running tracks that can be swept and
plowed in the case of snow. "We stayed
away from putting down wood or other
materials because they create slipping haz-
ards once they get wet," she said.
Still, most students believe that more
should have been done in the meantime.
Mats have been laid down to help people
walk over the ground, but students agree that
they have been inadequate. "Although we
understand that the fencing has to be up for
our safety, everyone feels that a 'Wrong
Walk' should have been created almost
immediately after, if not before, the fencing
went up," said Jarvis resident and Freshman
Class President Dan Hoyle '09. "The mats
they have put down are very ineffective
[and] many of them get buried in the mud
when it rains, thus serving no purpose at all."
Quinn Bannon '09 said that "when it rains
we have to trudge through the... mud infest-
ed [quad] ... and get our clothes covered in
filth." One week last month it rained for five
days straight and "doing laundry daily
became routine to avoid getting mud stains,"
noted Jarvis resident Sabiel Ventura '09.
One of the more positive aspects that
have come out of the investigative process
has been the discovery of the original work-
ing plans and designs of Jarvis and Seabury.
College Archivist Peter Knapp '65 found
approximately 60 of architect Francis
Kimball's drawings for the Long Walk build-
ings. "The availability of these plans has
probably saved thousands of man hours and
money in trying to prepare drawings of the
buildings as they are," said Knapp. "The
drawings are an enormously important con-
tribution to the effort."
Knapp noted that the Long Walk is the
signature building of Trinity and has been
associated with the College since the 1870s
when Trinity moved from downtown to its
current location. "We are talking about the
hallmark of the institution, and just have to
deal with it very carefully," he said. "This is
going to be a long term process because there
are problems that have been decades in the
making and there has not been a great deal of
upkeep."
"Admittedly the protective fencing is not
terribly attractive, but what alternative is
there?" asked Knapp. "All of us simply have
to be patient and look to a better time when
the project will be finished and we can look
at the Long Walk and say that we have exer-
cised the appropriate care in restoring this
building for future generations to a state that
both respects the historic character of the
building and also respects the need for work-
able buildings."
The College has yet to send out the nec-
essary documents that would allow construc-
tion firms to place bids on the project. "We
are currently putting together the set of doc-
uments which will be used to bid the restora-
tion process. We have recently interviewed a
number of companies that specialize in
architectural restoration and we will be send-
ing out the 'specifications and bid package'
of information for them to develop their bids
on within the coming months," said Katz.
"We decided that the scope and importance
of this job was so significant that we needed
to interview companies before we would
consider having them become part of the bid
process."
Ultimately, Katz believes that a thorough
analysis of all of the problems associated
with the Long Walk buildings will be much
more productive than rushing construction
for a temporary solution. Although the proj-
ect will take longer than expected, she is con-
fident that in the long run the necessary
inconveniences will result in a better, safer
and stronger Long Walk. "Taking the time to
go over all of the architectural drawings, dis-
cussing options for the dormers, investigat-
ing all of the materials that were used in the
original construction, interviewing construc-
tion companies and looking at all aspects of
this project is more important in the long run
than putting together a 'quick fix' that does
not address all of the issues," reasoned Katz.
"The buildings have been in constant use
since the late 1800s and unfortunately over
the years the amount of care and attention to
them has been lacking. Our job is to turn that
tide; to acknowledge the work we need to do,
set forth on a plan of restoration and then
develop a maintenance plan for the next gen-
eration so that the buildings will go on long
after we are gone."
Archivist Knapp agrees: "This will take
time [and] is not something that is a quick
fix. That would be inappropriate to the nature
of the building. You don't want to come back
in a few years and have to fix it again," he
explained. "It's a complicated project by the
very fact that you're dealing with historic
architecture and not a modern building.
You've got to be continually conscious of the
need to respect the fabric of the building."
continued from page 6
secularism in the academy. It included
Eileen Barker, a professor from the
London School of Economics, Michael
Ruse, a professor from Florida State
University, and David Hollinger, a pro-
fessor from the University of California:
Berkeley. President Jimmy Jones served
as the moderator for this panel. Eileen
Barker spoke first, and she discussed the
different forms of secularism, believing
that "religion is slowly dying from gener-
offered his opinion on science and the
academy. He believed science is identi-
fied with secularism because individuals
have put a secularist twist to many scien-
tific theories. For example, Darwin's the-
ory of evolution sought to reconcile sci-
ence with religion; however, following
generations put their mark on his beliefs,
and spread their version of Darwin's the-
ory through the channels of education.
Michael Russe believed that "the organic
model of the world was becoming a
"We should confront religious ideology, and discuss
them openly."
- President Jimmy Jones
ation to generation." She went on to talk
about the different state levels of secular-
ism, the first level being state imposed
secularism. The second level is a secular
state, but not very secular, and she offered
Turkey as an example. The third level
would be a separation of church and state, •
much like the United States, going to say
"this level of secularism is what makes
this country both very religious and very
secular at the same time." The fourth
level would be a state religion, such as the
situation in England; however, the state
religion would not hold a tremendous
bearing on the public arena. The final
stage would be a theocracy, such as the
one in Iran. She argued that traditional
religions are losing to different direc-
tions, soft secularism, hard secularism,
apathetic secularism, spirituality without
membership in a traditional religious
institution and fundamentalism,
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The following incidents occurred
between Nov. 1 and Nov. 6:
November 1
3:00 AM. Officers patroling Vernon
Street found six cars vandalized by
eggs. Campus Safety is investigating
the incident.
10:03 PM. Officers responded to
Raether library after receiving a com-
plaint of stolen cell phones. Two stu-
dents reported their phones went miss-
ing from their study cubicles and saw
two males walking around the area.
Officers found two individuals near the
second floor stairway with cell phones
and questioned them. After the individ-
uals failed to recall their cell phone
number, the students identified their cell
phones and officers contacted Hartford
Police.
The two non-students aged 14 and
15 were taken into custody by Hartford
PD and charged with second degree lar-
ceny and trespassing.
November 3
mechanical model," going on to state that
scientific innovation made the trend of
secularization possible; however, he
added, "Science made it all possible."
The final speaker, David Hollinger,
discussed the reconciliation of religion
and secular beliefs. He believes one of the
major issues is that "many secularists do
not see the difference between religion
and atheism, dismissing liberal religions
as the problem, and not part of the solu-
tion." He went on to elaborate, saying
that there should be more open and can-
did discussion between secularists and
liberal religious institutions. In conclu-
sion, he believed that "we should con-
front religious ideology, and discuss them
openly." Jones* -ftloseil 'the 'fcWsafc1 %tofi < '•"
hopes that the institution will piovoke
student's minds. "Young people today
need to be knowledgeable about these
ideologies, so they may be better leaders
of tomorrow."
7:5S PM. An officer responded to a
fire alarm on the first floor of Clemens
dormitory. A student had been warming
up food on the stove and had forgotten
about it. The officer reset the alarm and
assisted the student in airing out the
room.
^ November 4
11:00 AM. A student reported from .
Mather Hall that an iPod had been
stolen from a table in the dining room
after leaving the area for five minutes.
The device is valued at $300 and
Campus Safety and Hartford Police are
investigating the incident.
November 5
3:00 AM. Officers responded to a
pulled fire shunt at Wiggins dormitory.
Upon arrival, the officers noticed no
smoke or fire and reset the alarm.
3:32 AM. A student had opened the
security screen and window in his room
at North Campus dormitory to circulate
air and left to get dinner. Upon returning
he found a DVDplayer valued at $200
and laptop valued at $1500 missing.
Officers responded to the scene and
found the burglars to have entered
through the window. Officers investi-
gating the area found the DVD player
near an elevator and other items in a
backpack near 147 Allen PL The miss-
ing laptop was not found.
Hartford Police and Campus Safety
are continuing to investigate.
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explained that these incidents
would have happened at this time
anyway, because "these people
have motive - I mean, it's gang
initiation!"
When asked about gang initi-
ation rumors, Lyons responded,
"Absolutely not! I have experi-
ence with the Hartford PD task-
force on gangs and I can tell you
that is out of the question."
Lyons explained that most, if
not all, of these incidents are petty
crimes of opportunity. "These
kids are looking for something
easy," Lyons explained. There
have been no weapons involved
in any of the robberies, and the
incidents have been isolated to
taking advantage of. unprepared
students. Most of the robberies
have happened to freshmen, who
are less schooled in methods of
protecting themselves.
Last week, two freshman
girls' cell phones were stolen
from the library. "They left their
cell phones in the open and [they]
weren't around," said Lyons.
Students too often leave their
valuables unprotected when they
get up from their seat and open
the opportunity for crime, he con-
tinued. Lyons gave an anecdotal
story of noticing a student who
left his laptop at a- table at the
Cave. Lyons and a co-worker sat
at the table to eat, and protect the
laptop, and "a significant amount
of time" later, the student
returned, baffled that someone
took his seat. It would have been
likely that his laptop could have
been stolen by his negligence.
Campus Safety responds to
potential crime by increasing vis-
ibility, especially with walk and
bike patrols. He explained that
sometimes Trinity hires officers
from the Hartford Police
Department, but this year it has
been limited to bigger events.
"Last year, Hartford PD had a
constant presence on campus;
now it is less," explained Lyons.
He was unclear as to the reasons
for this decrease, but he said that
it was not the cause of the rise in
crime.
Lyons explained that "there
will not be a knee-jerk reaction to
increase staffing after these recent
incidents." More staffing is not
the answer, Lyons explained,
because "the single most'factor"
is opportunity based on negli-
gence. "Campus Safety cannot be
everywhere at once, so students
must be smart; most of these inci-
dents can be prevented by being
careful," Lyons stated.
The freshman who was
robbed a few weeks ago, is also a
SafeWalks volunteer and thinks
that there is not enough Campus
Safety to prevent these crimes.
Although some things are bound
to happen because of motive,
"more people in prominent areas
would help prevent these situa-
tions," he said.
Another difficulty in effec-
tively anticipating crimes is that
Campus Safety has to be careful
about who they approach and
interrogate. If non-students seem
to be loitering and are not at
Trinity for a good reason, such as
statistically much more likely that
the individual will be a minority.
This situation, in which students
desire harsher responses to
increase safety on campus, and
others complaining about
overzealous measures that lead to
racial profiling, impedes Campus
Safety's ability to effet: lively con-
"Canrpus Safety cannot be everywhere at
once, so students must be smart."
-Assoc Dir. Campus Safety Christopher Lyons
playing on our fields, "they have
one warning and they're out,"
said Lyons. "We know most of
the students here, but we must
still be careful who we approach,"
said Lyons. There can be conse-
quences to over-confronting peo-
pie.
In fact, an Eyewitness News
report Friday at 11 p.m. accused
Trinity of racial profiling, follow-
ing the opinion piece in last
week's Tripod. The news report
failed to take into account, how-
ever, the difficulty Campus
Safety has in identifying threats.
Hartford has the highest rate of
minorities, with 93 percent, in
New England, indicated Mirelle
Friedman, Executive Director of
the Capital Area Substance Abuse
Council. When Campus Safety
looks for potential trouble, it is
trol the campus.
Beyond prevention, Campus
Safety has a relatively good
record of finding the criminals
involved, said Lyons. A short time
after the second cell phone was
stolen in the library, two juveniles
were arrested. Also, four youths
were arrested "less than three
hours" after a robbery on Oct. 26
robbery. Both of these incidents
used Hartford PD in additions to
Campus Safety.
The SafeWalks student who
was robbed, however, explained
that in his situation, the response
was not effective. "Campus
Safety took a long time get there,
but when they were finally there,
they handled it well," he
explained with frustration.
"Campus Safety looked for the
suspects and called the Hartford
PD, but they never showed up."
Lyons suggested that with all
the arrests that have been made, it
should send a message to the
neighborhood, and crime should
decrease.
Late last Friday night, howev-
er, after interviewing Lyons',
another burglary occurred in
North Campus. An RA's room
was broken into through the
screen window and his laptop and
digital camera were stolen. The
student indicated that he opened
his windows to get air flowing,
"since the dorms only have heat
and it was hot out."
Messages have perhaps
reached the neighborhood, but the
arrests have mostly been regard-
ing face-to-face robberies of
opportunity. There may be a shift
to different types of crimes, from
robberies, in which there are wit-
nesses and in which arrests often
follow, to ones of burglaries, in
which arrests are less consistent.
The North Campus RA, for
example, explained that Campus
Safety said there was "little or no
chance" that they would find the
suspects.
And no suspects have been
arrested regarding the burglary in
Dean Alford's office. Lyons com-
mented that it is still under inves-
tigation, and, although he could
not give information or com-
ments, he assures us that there are
good leads.
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A couple of Saturdays ago a small
group of Trinity folks set out on a field trip
to visit the local food distributor, Fowler
and Hunting, and take a tour of a few local
farms. It was quite a remarkable experi-
ence. We met the farmer who grows the
apples you get in Mather and saw the apple
trees where it all began. We met a farmer
who individually scrubs every single but-
ternut squash he sends out. We literally had
a conversation with a farmer from his seat
upon his tractor (coooooooool, right?). It
was all so unbelievably real. We depend on
these guys for our sustenance, but they
never really leave the realm of abstraction.
Farming is deeply ingrained in our cul-
tural history. Farms have been part of
Connecticut for as long as people have
lived here. Sure, agriculture was much










rate. Since the end of World War II,
Connecticut has lost 17,089 farms (from
22,000 to 4,191) and farmland acreage has
declined from 50 percent of Connecticut's
total land area to 11 percent! Between 1997
and 2002 alone, Connecticut lost 12 per-
cent of its farmland, a higher percentage
than any other state. This loss constitutes
49,068 acres of farmland and 714 farms.
Some of you may respond to these fig-
ures with a collective shrug. Does it really
matter whether or not Connecticut has
farms? What role does the fanner still play
in our modern culture and economic sys-
tem? The age of an agricultural economy is
long over. We live in a "modern" age. This




ing is wrong with
progress if that's
indeed what it is, but
just because some-
thing is new or differ-
ent or "modern" does not mean it results in
progress. It is our belief that "progress"
needs to be considered within
the context of how our lives are
improved. So although the con-
cept of progress does include the
advancement of human ingenu-
ity and inventiveness, it also
demands that we ask ourselves
just because we can do some-
thing, does that mean we
should? Is what we are doing
• actually' contributing substantially- to our
betterment? Instead of looking at every for-
est as a highway screaming to be liberated,




10. Cosmopolitan. Because even though "Sex
and the City" is over, we still love SJP with a pas-
sion. •
9. Screwdriver. But only with cheap vodka and
the juice from the Cave.
8. Sake-bombs. Who doesn't like their alcohol
with banging?
7. Guiness draught. All beer that color is just
inherently delicious.
6. Carlo Rossi Sangria. It's sweet and comes in a
jug.
5. Natty Light. The beer of champions.
Champion flip-cuppers, that is.
4 Vodka-tonics. It's nice to throw in a bit of
sophistication every once in awhile.
3. Boxed wine. Slap the bag, anyone?
2. Andre. The champagne, not 3000.
1. Gatorade. Because you can't make it to your
8:30 a.m. without it.
housing subdivision desperate to be devel-
oped, perhaps we should begin viewing
these finite resources as assets that have
intrinsic value and inherent worth inde-
pendent of how they can serve humans
as short-term revenue-generators.
Even our elected leaders were
able to get on board with this. This
past summer, the Connecticut
General Assembly passed and
the Governor signed Public






sites, and building afford-
able housing. This bill rec-
ognizes that rural and urban
areas have a common stake
in the future. By creating incentives to pro-
tect our open space and farmlands (which
are primarily rural) and building affordable
housing and protecting historic buildings
and neighborhoods (which are more times
than not urban issues), Connecticut has
taken a step towards freeing itself of one of
the many chains of parochialism that cre-
ates artificial adversaries and thwarts initia-
tives that could benefit the state as a whole.
Of course, there are critics who think
that such initiatives are wrong for
Connectiouf.'~"Fori''eJcan^p9'Sffc?i%< Hartford
Courant columnist, Laurence Cohen,
recently wrote ("Forget Jobs—Just Save
The Farms," October 16, 2005) that com-
It's Still
munities like Charlotte, North Carolina,
where "home driveways are considered
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one can make an intellectually
defensible case in favor of the benefits of
considering driveways as open space.
However, he does not stop there and
instead continues by stating that Public Act
05-228 is "an urban-planning fairy tale that
empowers government to forbid you from
living where you want to live while subsi-
dizing developers to build in urban centers
you don't want to live." This is the great
lie perpetuated by the anti-urban/anti-rural
crowd—that the so-called "free market"
dictates where people choose to live, when
in fact such phenomena as the growth of
the suburbs were anything but the free mar-
ket at work but instead were subsidized by
the construction of the Interstate Highway
System, low-interest, tax-deductible mort-
gages (which for a long time were available
-only .jn«the~ suWrS3)p8nd*the'"vOnstiuction
of new public infrastructure (e.g., electrici-




Yesterday, driven by an insatiable urge
for marked-down Halloween candy, my
friend and I scoured Hartford looking for
99-cent bags of Reeses and Tootsie Pops.
Expecting to find bargain bins around
every corner, we began our journey purely
optimistic. Our jolly mood, however, was
Westfarms. Though they had the decency
to wait to decorate the ceiling with over-
sized presents until, oh, next week, every
store was already offering holiday promo-
tions. Even in Bath and Body Works, which
seems to delight in a scent for every holi-
day, - Easter egg scented hand cream, any-
one? - had eschewed pumpkin pie body
wash in favor of Holiday spice. I couldn't
We, the purveyors of fine cornbread stuffing and
lovers of tryptophan, should be able to revel in
Thanksgiving because it's a great holiday ...
soon crushed by a terrible realization; the
Christmas monster had just woken from his
yearly hibernation. Don't get me wrong,
there's nothing I adore more than presents
(especially expensive ones from Hermes);
but when the holiday juggernaut begins its
destructive course as soon as children are
tucked into bed on Oct. 31, it's more than a
little overwhelming. On our afternoon
search for candy, only CVS still bore the
remnants of that all-important sugary holi-
day, and even then we were greeted by only
two large bins of sorry-looking wax lips
and crushed Whoppers. They were tucked
into a corner, to make room for acres of
ornaments, miles of red and green tinsel,
and large plastic Santa Clauses (both white
and black; CVS is the Switzerland of con-
sumerism). Looking at each other in aston-
ishment, there was only one word on our
mind: why?
It got even worse when we arrived at
even find a turkey baster at Williams-
Sonoma. Thanksgiving, that all-important
time of cranberry sauce and football, has
been kicked to the sideline because of its
lack of presents. So, we wondered, if we
begin exchanging gifts of thanks at the end
of every November, can we save this holi-
day? But it shouldn't have to be like that.
We, the purveyors of fine cornbread stuff-
ing and lovers of tryptophan, should be
able to revel in Thanksgiving because it's a
great holiday, not simply because it's the
day before the biggest shopping day of the
year.
The holiday season, though some might
forget it, is a time to firstly give thanks, and
then celebrate with family and friends.
Sure, the presents are a wonderful added
bonus, but in today's consumer driven soci-
ety, is that all that really matters? I may like
see GIVE on page 14
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Around Trinity
The weekend before Homecoming is always a
sad one for AT. Everyone seems to be in hiberna-
tion (or at least Creek-ordered lock-in) and there
are hardly any stories worth printing. So
although this week's offerings may pale in com-
parison to this upcoming Saturday's, just consid-
er this foreplay to the big event.
God Bless the Naked
AT has learned from a reliable source that this
past weekend's debauchery resulted in a rather
uncomfortable predicament for one male stu-
dent. Although the circumstances are a bit hazy,
it appears that said student found himself locked
outside his dorm.without a card on Saturday
morning, and had to wait for a janitor to let him
in. Besides the general embarassment of the
walk of shame, this poor guy had a little more to
deal with: his nudity. Yes, someone was actually
locked outside his dorm naked. And AT missed it.
But it's pretty damn funny anyway.
Only a Freshman
The joys of drugs may be manifold. But when
the situation turns ugly, it's always funnier when
it happens to someone else. Hence, the follow-
ing story: this past weekend, one intrepid first-
year tried a little sumthin'-sumthin' for the first
time. Feeling a little out of his element, he
began to feel as if he were dying and began
yelling for help. Eventually, seeing no other
alternative, he called campus safety - on himself
- to save turn from "certain death." Real smart
move kid, but pardon AT while AT points a fin-
ger and laughs in your face.
Hmm ...
This little tidbit should probably be kept from
prospective parents, lest our safety rating go
down any further. Apparently a few students
found a few spent gun casings on the football
field this weekend. Unless this is the result of an
over-zealous Halloween costume, AT would like
to remind everyone that we are a peaceful stu-
dent body. And for the last time, can someone
stop that ice-cream truck from blinging at two in
the morning?
Now That's a Drink!
AT noticed a few formidable funnels this week-
end. It appears the campers have moved on from
the single beer variety to the five-plus. Although
proper pouring can take up to 2.0 minutes, isn't
it worth it to ingest that much alcohol in the
span of seconds? Well, maybe not. But it's still
impressive.
Dinner Educates and Entertains
continued from page 1
know, pork is haraam (forbidden)
under Muslim dietary restrictions,
but other forms of meat, such as
beef, lamb, and chicken are per-
missible. Meat is halal for sever-
al reasons; prior to slaughter, the
animal must be deemed healthy
and disease-free. The slaughter
itself is designed to be quick and
cause the least amount of suffer-
ing for the animal. The consump-
tion of blood is also forbidden, so
all of the blood must be drained
from the animal before it may be
handled or eaten. Finally, the
slaughter itself is preceded by a
prayer that sacrifices the animal
in the name of God. Sultan was
the first to point out what was one
of the most significant points of
the evening: Chartwells does not
offer halal food for Trinity's
Muslim students. In fact,
Chartwells does not offer foods
for students observing various
religious dietary restrictions;
there is no Kosher food for
Jewish students nor vegan food
for Jain students. As Trinity is so
concerned about being an inclu-
sive, accepting community, it is
extremely important that stu-
dents' religious dietary needs be
incorporated into the College's
definition of 'a welcoming envi-
ronment.' Sultan pointed out that
food need not even be specifical-
ly halal; the Kosher method of
animal slaughter observes even
more stringent rules than
Muslims require. Given the vio-
lence occurring between the
Jewish and Muslim communities
in the Gaza strip and other areas
The Golden Temple in Amritsar
do not fall into this category),
mimics the hands crossed over
the heart, as seen on many effi-
gies of Catholic rulers and reli-
gious figures. Candy canes are
also religious in nature. The
shape mimics the shepherd's
crook, and the two colours
twined together symbolize the
purity of the Lord's life (white)
and the strength of His love as
represented by the blood he shed
while on the cross (red).
The evening took on a slight-
ly bittersweet note during the
presentation on Diwali by Ashesh
Prasann '08. Diwali, the celebra-
tion of light, is a time for rejoic-
ing, but it was difficult to forget
the bombing* tragedy that
occulted in the markets of New
Delhi during the days preceding
the five-day holiday.
In fact, Chartwells does not offer foods
for students observing various religious
dietary restrictions...
Lindsay North
Reverend Heischman, Lisa Kassow, Jordan Fisher'08, Sohaib
Sultan and Father Dolan put together a great evening.
of the world, it was especially
moving to hear Sultan emphasiz-
ing the similarities between the
two faiths and the opportunities
for them to unite on campus.
Father Dolan spoke next on
the Roman Catholic holidays of
All Souls Day and All Saints Day.
All Souls Day is intended to com-
memorate "the faithful departed";
if the deceased has not been
cleansed of all of the venial sins,
it is believed that prayer and sac-
rifice will help the soul to atone
and reach Heaven. All Saints
Day, on the other hand, commem-
orates those who led exemplary
lives under Catholic doctrine: the
martyrs and Saints of the Catholic
church. Catholics believe that
death is not the end of life; as
Father Dolan stated, "Oh, we're
dead? We're just getting started!"
In this sense, the commemoration
of the deceased is especially
important. Father Dolan's lecture
was extremely humorous but also
very informative. While it is fair-
ly easy to observe Catholic
dietary restrictions (no meat on
Fridays, feasting on Sundays),
there are several common foods
that have religious significance -
pretzels, for example. The pret-
zel, in its traditional form
(Pepperidge farm pretzel goldfish
Nevertheless, we were shown
images of thousands of diya
(lamps or candles) lighting up
Indian homes and cities and it
was easy to become entranced by
the beauty and joyous nature of
the event. Throughout India, the
exact purpose of Diwali varies,
but the unifying element is in the
victory of good over evil. Hindus
celebrate the day by wearing new
clothes, exchanging gifts of dried
fruit and sweets, and creating
beautiful rangolis out of brightly
coloured beads, pulses and
turmeric powder. Diwali is actu-
ally the third day of the celebra-
tion, and on this day Hindus give
worship to Lakshmi, the goddess
of wealth.
Although Diwali is most
commonly associated with
Hinduism, it is also celebrated by
the Sikh and Jain communities.
For Sikhs, Diwali commemorates
the laying of the first stone of the
famous Golden Temple in
Amritsar, as well as the Sikh
straggle for freedom. In the Jain
faith, Diwali is a slightly more
ascetic festival but still a time for
happiness; on that day two of the
most important figures in the faith
reached nirvana.
The last presentation of the
evening was by Jim Bixby '08 on
www.goindia.org
is a holy site for Sikhs.
the Protestant celebration of
Reformation Day. However,
Reformation Day has additional
significance for members of the
Lutheran faith, as it marks the day
that Martin Luther posted a pro-
posal to debate the doctrine and
practice of indulgences, formally
known as the 95 Theses. We were
treated to a brief excerpt of the
film Luther, a movie starring
Joseph Fiennes that dramatizes
the life of Martin Luther, the
father of the Lutheran church.
Not only our minds were
enlightened by this vast sharing
of information; our palates and
stomachs were too. The Chapel
• had generously provided those
present with a delicious dinner of
Indian and Middle Eastern foods.
The Indian food included poppad-
ums, dhal, chicken tikka masala,
paratha, rice and aloo matar. The
Middle Eastern food was just as
delicious, and included tabouleh,
hummus, and halaal Middle-
Eastern style lamb and chicken.
For dessert, we were treated to
Norwegian chocolate cake (in
honour of the Lutherans) as well
as a delicious Indian dessert
called kheer.
Overall, the evening was a
resounding success. In addition
to the festive atmosphere of the
evening, the educational aspect
was extremely interesting. Most
important was the call to Trinity
. and Chartwell's to recognize the
important role that food plays in
the various faiths of its students.
It was best put by Father Dolan
when he stated that "food is a uni-
versal call to holiness, but
Chartwell's doesn't necessarily
have this on their agenda." While
members of the Trinity communi-
ty showed up in support of the
event and to learn more about
religious dietary law, it is time
. that our administration and cater-
ing services exhibited the same
support.
There will be several more
such gatherings this year spon-
. sored by the Chapel. Make sure
to keep an eye out on Trinity
Exchange and other places
around campus for announce-
ments about future events; they
all promise to be as entertaining
and informative as "Eat, Drink
and be Festive!"
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Post-Party Hookups: He Had Better Make You Breakfast
BRIE SCHWARTZ
FEATURES WRITER
My mother has always been a big pro-
ponent of the three-meal rule. When you
spend the night with a man, he needs to
offer you breakfast the following morning
and then lunch and dinner to follow. This
is a difficult feat to accomplish when
you've evacuated your partner's room the
morning after before you can say "I think
I'm still drunk, where are my pants?"
Recently, I made my mother proud. A
gentleman friend offered to cook me break-
fast. As any self-respecting person who
values food over intimacy would do, I
chose Mather brunch over his makeshift
omelets but the sentiment traveled along
with me on my sprightly jaunt of shame.
I should have known that I was in for
an anomalous situation when the first night
we got together he responded to my abra-
siveness with, "I think we should do this
when we're both a little bit more sober"
and then offered to walk me to my door
instead. Maybe I'm too much of a Yankee
to comprehend this brand
of chivalry but what he
probably understood
as romance, I under-
stood as a very clever
rejection.
When I walked him to the door the fol-
lowing morning we exchanged numbers
which is another formality I usually don't
go through. Thanks to Late Night, there's
seldom a reason to phone your betrothed.
Generally, you know where to find whoev-
er you're looking for and if he's not there
then he's probably hooking up with some-
one else or too drunk to function, in which
r. f
case, having his number is useless.
Additionally, a phone number is an
invitation to over-analyze. Most people
can't handle the power associated with
being the receiver and aren't willing to for-
feit their own dominance by initiating a
conversation. I tried to abandon this bol-
because he may have been watching the
encounter. Trying to be sensible, I asked
BB if he would be upset if 1 left with his
hunky-ish friend. He said no and gave me
free range to do whatever I'd like.
Naturally, I got mad (because girls are irra-
tional) and punished him by taking him
As any self-respecting person who values food over
intimacy would do, I chose Mather brunch over his
makeshift omelets...
locks long ago but it's been a struggle.
Please, if you want to talk to a person, call
him. You can't live your life trying to
determine how someone feels about you or
will interpret your actions, especially in the
fetal stages of a relationship. True, it's hard
not to feel that the dialer is the one who's
more interested but who cares. The fact is,
if you're not in love then you're probably
just bored and that's not something to get
too flattered over.
Trying to keep these
things in mind, I made
it to my fourth date
with breakfast boy
(by date I mean our
beer sodden paths
crossed on four separate
occasions and we settled into each others'
arms).
However, as much as I may belittle it,
five consecutive unions is no easy task, or
so I had myself convinced when I accosted
him last weekend. I had wanted to take
home one of his "brothers" but morality
had set in and I decided that this wouldn't
have been the nicest of things, mainly
back so that we could argue in private.
What is it about college that made me
feel entitled to have a "talk" with someone
after only five encounters? We move at
such warped speed here that by the end of
just a short time a relationship has sprout-
ed. In the real world, if you are particu-
larly amorous after a few dates you're
kind of easy and that's even after a free
dinner. Here, if you don't present your
special goodness after one, you're a chal-
lenge.
Allow me to stress that I am
not of the "Dashboard
Confessional" whiney variety.
So I'd like to blame him for
instigating my need to ask per-
mission to M.O. (or make out,
for the more traditional of you)
with another guy. I assumed
that if he felt comfortable
enough with his sexuality to
spend the night spooning then I
could be secure enough to wage a drunken
vituperative against him, telling him that it
was really unfair that he put me in this
position.
There's something terribly unsettling
about being sweet outside of a monoga-
mous relationship. I am totally perplexed
that my culinary friend is contented by
hand holding and forehead kissing. These
things don't seem to belong to what we
have and I find myself going through the
more mannish motions simply because I
can't fathom that someone would be con-
tent to spend a day being cutesy. Romance
is as hard to find as a jock out on a Friday
night and I've gotten used to this. So much
so, that I resented that I didn't feel totally at
ease "getting to know" the kid who I had
been eyeing in the library. Admittedly, I
wasn't exactly myself that night. I ended
the evening sitting on the lap of my friend's
tag-along, somehow thinking that he was
Santa.
I asked Santa for the standards. I want-
ed some pretty jewels, world peace,
Library Boy and cake.
What I should have
asked him for was the
ability to reconcile
that sometimes you
just have to go with
it. St. Nick couldn't
' grant me all of those things in that
one Christmas moment.
However, minutes later we got
a special delivery from China
House and I'd like to think Santa
had something to do with it (par-
tially because I believe in him but
mainly because it was purchased
with that .boy's credit card). While it was-
n't cake and it wasn't yet true love, it was
indeed a Merry Christmas to all, and to all
a good night.
inter-Greek Council Clothes Drive
Have Too Many Clothes?
Need Extra Space in Your Room?
What:
Donate Your Extra Clothes for Katrina Relief
When:
Tuesday November 15 until Monday November 21
Where:
Donation Boxes will be In Residence Halls and Mather
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ty, heating, water, etc.) that in many cases
cannot be covered by new residential tax
revenues. And on this last point, studies
conducted in the mid-
1990s show that for
every dollar of residen-
tial tax revenue, $1.11
was needed to service
that land use, but for
every dollar of revenue
generated by agricultur-
al or forest land uses,




ing place are not the shopping plazas and
housing subdivisions that one may find in a
town like Glastonbury, but the farms that
one can also find there, where you can pick
your own apples or blueberries. It's not the
RICHES
America before people and their quality of
life? Growth is good but not "growth" that
is, in reality, government promoted and
subsidized sprawl, that eviscerates our
cities and rural areas, and, by gob-
bling up land the way that it does,
sows the seeds of scarcity, unsus-
tainability, and ultimately its
own destruction (and hence
is not growth at all).
So Mr. Cohen, you can
have the driveways of
Charlotte. As for us, we
think Connecticut is pretty
darn good. Connecticut
serves itself a lot better by
preserving its farmland, as it
keeps a significant part of the population
employed, provides fresh locally-grown
food (which you can find right here at
Trinity through the Chartwells "Farm-to-
Fork" program), keeps money in the local
... what about the danger of putting cars, strip malls
and corporate America before people and their quality
oflife?
shopping meccas that constitute
Connecticut's character and heritage, but
instead the old rural farmhouses, the urban
Gilded Age architecture, and the stone
walls.
If people are concerned about putting
squirrels and trees befoie people and their
eaiCmcyttiie SifccutWy* wYwfciabcnitASie'danger
of putting curs, strip mall'! ami corpoiutc
economy, and preserves what's left of our
agricultural heritage for future genera-
tions.
This isn't fluff. Connecticut farms and
food are integral to what it means to be in
Connecticut. Perhaps this has been forgot-
ten by many but we refuse to wait for it all
to be gone forever .before people's memo-
iio, decide to kicic in,
1)erth"...-#t Least this
continued from page 11
sitting on Santa's lap just as much as the
next person, but it seems to me that when
the frenzy for the holiday presents starts
well before we cook the Thanksgiving
turkey it somehow cheapens the whole
effect. By the time Christmas or
Hanukah rolls around, the
average person has already
been bombarded for almost
a whole two months by the
latest Elmo, Mercedes, and
super skinny iPod. And then
the actual holidays are
inevitably a letdown, because
nothing can live up to months
of hype. As soon as it's all over,
what is there to look forward to? New
Years? Yeah maybe, but only in terms of
buying champagne and renting hotel
rooms.
Now I realize that not only does this
article belong in Opinions, but it's
rather negative as well.. So I will,
attempt to change both of those
qualifications by positing the fol-
lowing idea: ignore Christmas!
Within reason of course. I'm
certainly not asking anyone to
give up the jolly good chee:
or the presents, but at least
take in November for
November, rather than
waiting anxiously for it to be
over because then you're that much
closer to the reindeer hooves on your roof.
Go pumpkin picking! Learn how to carve a
turkey without endangering members of
your immediate family. Or do anything else
that celebrates fall for just being fall. And
let's be honest, wouldn't it be better to hear
the Chipmunks for only a few weeks rather
than months? Alvin, I hate to break it to
you, but I really don't care if you get a hula
hoop.
So, dear Trinity students, buy all the
decorations you want for your dorm
room, but make them turkeys.
Hell, go shopping every day
after classes end. But go shop-
ping for yourself, and avoid
gift-wrap like the plague.
There's plenty to love about
this season without having the
stress of buying the "perfect"
present hanging over your head.
Trust me, there will still be Juicy in stock at
the beginning of December. I think it self-
replicates,.
If you get really motivated, go protest
outside the mall, championing for
Thanksgiving rights. You might just get a
lot of strange looks from fellow shop-
pers, but hey, you made a point right?
And as we are familiar, that's the only
thing really on every solipsistic col-
lege student's mind. And sleep. But I
digress, so I will try to sum up with
the following thought: live in the
moment. That way, when the
holidays are actually within
spitting distance, you can get
excited for something that's
actually about to happen and
that makes the whole holiday sea-
son that much closer to a Hallmark
moment. Oh, just you so know, I adore
Marc Jacobs and things that sparkle. Now




Fall, more or less, is upon us. At least if you look at the trees
and ignore the balmy temperatures. Although many believe this
to be a sign of global warming, Monsieur Pamplemousse would
like all of you to know that this is simply a result of Saturn's
yearly move from the third house of Jupiter. Other signs
include massive earthquakes, the wrath of the undead and
(another!) tomato shortage. But we survived Hersch, didn't we?
AoXJAftJUS
- PE&ft.UAft.y 18
Pon't Let Charlize and her unattractive
movie characters fool you. You can be
pretty and st i l l win an Oscar. You only
have one chance to make a first impres-
sion and not many people Will Like, a "mon-
ster" image so put on your cutest heeLs




LateLy i t feels Like you've been getting
into more "completely not your fauLt"
fights than Russell Crowe on WeLL when-
ever To confront the reason why so many
people seem to be getting on your nerves,
try to avoid using any inanimate objects,
such as a phone, to reLease the tension.
L i k i k y b u g : •••
AftJGS
i 2 1 - A P W L 19
True Love aLways prevails in J-loLLyWood.
Looking at the adorable pics of klate
E>osWorth stroLLing on the beach With her
man (but shouLda been my man) <5YLando
Bloom shouLd be proof enough for anyone
who doubted their young Love. Never fear,
you too Will soon have a stud of your own.
Lucky Bug: .ipittlebug
TALJftJJS
) - M A V 20
Sometimes being unconventional is the
best Way to go. poLLoW in the footsteps of
newLyweds Ashton and Demi who have
demonstrated that aLL you need is that
certain js no'is se ejuoi for a relationship to
Work. Warning: this rule does not appLy to
that dumpster chic Look.
Lucky Bug: 6tick &ug
MAy21-O<JWE21
-5o CharLie and Dense are getting back
together, Jude and 6ienna are back
together... reconciliation just seems to be
in the air. Since aLL of the ceLebs are
doing it. maybe you shouLd too. Try to for-
give and forget, and if the bum breaks your
trust again, cut him/her Loose.
Lucky Bug: PamseLfly
OUNG 22 - Oui_y 22
If you're surprised that your Latest rela-
tionship isn't Working out then at Least
you can enjoy the company of (v|rs. Britney
5pears-pederLine. Packing up and moving
back in With mom hasn"t seemed to make
(Kevin's heart grow any fonder. A LiL' coun-
seling never hurt anyone.
Lucky Bug: (vjonarch Butterfly
Ou(_y 23 - A U G U S T 22
LoVe can be bought for some peopLe, i.e.
Icobe Bryant's Wife who is now expecting
her first child with her cheating husband.
i>o when you think your shouLd caLL it
quits With your Loved one, wait around for
a bit to see what they'll buy you if you
stay.
Lucky Bug: flobbenJorm
A u e u s r 23 - S E P T E M & E A . 22
Even the rich and fabulous occasionally
get a serving of reality Like Paris jJiLton,
who got served a subpoena by LA's finest
so stop trying to act like you are above
the law and help yourself to a big serving
of humble pie. It Will make you seem more
reLatable to aLL of the Little people.
Lucky &ugfe Firefly
SEPTEM&Eft. 23 - OCTO&Eft- 22
Sometimes drunken nights Lead to a mys-
terious bruise on your leg or a ginormous
tattoo that seemed cool at 3 a.m. Trust
me, i ts neV<sr as fun when you Wake up, so
remember to bring a friend along when you




OCTOCEft. 23 - NoVEM&Eft. 21
You're going to need more than just your
stunning good Looks to keep this relation-
ship aLiVe. If (^isele can get dumped then it
can happen to anyone, granted her ex has-
n't been in a good movie since What's




\ - 0ECEMG.EA. 21
Although it is not klatie's fault that she
is under Tom's speLL and being converted
to 5cientoLogy. J-loWever, it is your fauLt
if you Let your boyfriend teLl you what to
do. Take a stand before you find yourseLf in
your Version of klatie's misery: brain-
Washed, knocked up. and doing karaoke.
Lucky Bug: 6pider
CAPfUCOOAJ
£>ECEMG>£fL 22 - OANUA&y 19
There are so many role models for kids to
choose from but none have emerged
recently unless you consider the amazing
shrinking JJiLary Puff and her pseudo-punk
Bf. bo become a Local role,model in your
community by getting involved With a voL-
unteer organization.
Lucky Bug: Lady &ug
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Original Godzilla: Allegory MANI Creative Arts Night
Showcases Student Talentabout Nuclear Proliferation
JOHN RENDEIRO
ARTS WRITER
To most Americans, mentions of the
film Godzilla conjure up images of cheesy
special effects, bad English dubbing, and
terrible acting. However, this is partially
because most Americans have only seen
Gojira wreaks havoc in Japan.
the 1956 remake of the film. Hollywood
producers took the successful Japanese
original, added footage with American
actors like Raymond Burr, and totally
rearranged the storyline. Besides losing the'
whole feel of the original, the later version
also included the now infamous dubbing
and plot holes.
Last year, though, Rialto Pictures got
the rights to original version of the film and
released it for the first time in the United
States, using English subtitles. This is the
first time the original film has
been available for viewing in
the United States, and this past
Thursday Cinestudio had the
privilege of showing Godzilla
(or Gojira, in Japanese),
accompanied by a lecture by




released in Japan in 1954.
Directed by Ishiro Honda, the
movie features a prehistoric
creature that has been awak-
ened from its deep sleep in the
depths of the ocean by recent
outnow.ch hydrogen bomb testing.
Professor Yamane conjectures
that the massive amounts of
radiation have angered the monster, and
another old man says that the Gojira has
come to feed on humans. Gojira sinks sev-
' see STUDENTS on page Iff




Last week I saw Batman Begins, a
movie about the early years of Bruce
Wayne and his training as a superhero. The
movie shows his parents' fate and then him
sword fighting on a frozen lake as part of
his training. As the movie continues, Bruce
Wayne learns to embrace his fear of bats,
and turn to a life of stopping crime and cor-
ruption in Gotham City.
Superman's early days are similarly




I'll be honest: my knowledge of rap and
hip-hop is minimal at best, so when the
first 20 minutes of the Imani Talent Show
were rap performances, I started to' get a lit-
tle worried. However, as the
evening progressed, I was won over by the
emotion and energy of both the performers
and the audience. The talent show, formal-
ly called the '*Imani Creative Arts Night,"
was co-sponsored by the Admissions
Office and Imani, and it was just one of
several events offered for prospective
Trinity students. Imani is the Black
Student Union on campus, which includes
many different cultural organizations, rang-
ing from Caribbean to Asian students and
everywhere in between.
Laquisha Grant '08, the President of
Imani and co-organizer of the event,
stressed the success of the event,
"[prospective] students came from all over
the country to participate in Trinity's annu-
al Preview Weekend. Both the talent show
and the after-party were successful. We
had a wonderful host of talents and a really
great crowd. Most importantly, the
prospective students that came to visit had
a great tirrie." 'MWiBtSfat^T, fhe offier
co-organizer of the event, was "happy and
relieved to see that the Talent Show was a
success. The performers did a great job
and I was glad that there were a lot of peo-
ple in the audience to support them."
Nelson Lassiter '09, from Philadelphia,
started the evening off with a rap, followed
by a longer set by MTA. Lassiter, in his
first performance at Trinity, is a promising
and enthusiastic artist who interacts well
with the crowd. MTA clearly is a talented
group, and their performance was greatly
enjoyed by the audience. Narin Prum, '06,
President of the Student Government
Association, in his final preview weekend
appearance performed a hip-hop/rap song.
By his own admission, his "hip-hop
singing isn't too swell," but, despite this,
his act was enjoyable to watch. Prum is
energetic and affable - it's hard not to have
fun when he's onstage. He also served as
the emcee for the event, and his comments
were both interesting and entertaining.
Next, Prum performed "Where is the
Love at Trinity," a remix of the Black Eyed
Peas' "Where is the Love." It was a con-
troversial and emotional piece in which
Prum commented on his four years at
see TALENT on page IS
Kent, who actually didn't start wearing
glasses until after high school, jumping off
the ground and soaring over corn fields and
cow pastures: a far different'scene than the
hustle and bustle of Metropolis life.
While these two productions answer the
question of "what happened to these guys
before they were superheroes?" they do lit-
tle in the way of furthering the relative
power and superiority of one compared to
the other. There are more interesting ques-
tions than the ones tackled in Batman
Begins and "Smallville," with more
provocative answers - and those are
the questions I'm interested in.
When the question "who would
win if Superman and Batman were'to
fight to the death?" is asked, every-
one immediately answers
"Superman, duh. What kind of a
question is that? I mean he is The
Man of Steel. I don't think anyone
could beat Superman, since he's
faster then a speeding bullet." Or, as
Kayla Greenberg of Kenyan College
so eloquently put it, "I think
Superman is better just 'cause of his
cape." Or, in the response stated by
Drew Seid of Franklin and Marshal,
"Superman could kick Batman's
patoot."
www.art.com i am here to offer my views on
"Smallville" explains Superman's early days. t i i e controversial topic. Of course, it
compiled in the television show, is controversial mainly because both of
"Smallville." In the show Superman learns
what special powers he has and discovers
true evil, as it presents itself through every-
day rural teenage high school life. There are
these childhood heroes wear tights. I agree
with everyone that Superman would win,
but people don't give Batman enough cred-
beautifully orchestrated shots of Clark see BATMAN on page 17
Joseph Byrne, Pablo Delano & Patricia Tillman
Wednesday, Oct. 12 - Saturday, Dec. 3,
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
An exhibition featuring recent work by Patricia Tillman, Pablo Delano, and
Joseph Byrne, faculty members of the Studio Aits program at Trinity. Tillman will be
showing sculptures, Delano large-scale black and white photographs, and Byrne
paintings from the Bosco Sacro, and ancient grove in Monteluco Spoleto, Italy.
Christina Tsoules and KC Chun
Wednesday, Nov. 9 at 7:30 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 47,3rd floor
KC Chun will present: Fluffy and Strings-a-lot
A rambunctious romp of a duet brimming with camarderie and mischievous antics.
In a series of short vignettes, the glamorous, silver-strewn "Strings-A-Lot" and the
naughty, feather-clustered "Fluffy" vie for territory, influence and glory. Costumes
designed by Trinity Alum' Karmenlara Seidman ('00).
Christina Tsoules will present: Anamnesis
A homage to theater spaces and our memories in them as both audience and per-
former. A reflection of the vivid memories we share about our times in them. Sound
score developed by Trinity Alum, Paige McGinley ('99) and Ms. Tsoules.
Department of Theater and Dance presents: Open Master Classes
Friday, November 18 12:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Seabury Studios
Taught by Trinity alumni/ae and former faculty:
12:30p.m.-2:00p.m.: Pedro Alejandro: modern dance technique
2:15 p.m.-3:45p.m.: KC Chun: modern dance movement based on principles from
the Alexander Technique, Bartineff and Laban
4:00-5:30 p.m.: Christina Tsoules: intermediate level modern dance technique
austinarts.org
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Trin Profs Explore Time Students Get to See the Real
and Space Through Dance
LAUREN TURL1K
ARTS WRITER
It all began late one spring night as
musician David Yih took a nighttime
stroll. As he walked he heard a fantastic
chorus of fro
























sounds as a musical accompaniment to her
upcoming dance. She accepted and
embraced the idea, even using frogs as an
inspiration and a recurring image through-
out her piece.
More than frogs, however, time was
the overall theme of Judy Dworin's Time
Out1. Wanting to avoid the linear idea of
time and make time a spatial element,
Dworin focused on the dancer's move-
ment. Images and text referring to time
were projected on a screen in the back-
ground. The music even displayed ele-
Godzilla's First US
Gojira Still Has Cheesy Effects but No US B-List Stars
Nick Lacy
JDPE dances to choruses of frogs and clock noises.
ments of time through chimes and ticking
sounds.
Dworin wanted to approach this theme
in a lighter way with a child-like quality.
The video in the background was animated
and the sounds were very clear and simple.
continued from page 15
eral ships in the seas around Japan and then
comes ashore. The military is dispatched,
but they can't fight Gojira, and emergency
workers can't keep up with the destruction
or the injuries endured.
The movie also focuses on characters
Ogata and Emiko and their relationship
during the course of the film. Di. Serizawa,
another professor, meanwhile reveals to
Emiko his device, called the "Oxygen
Destroyer," that could be used to kill
Gojira. Emiko is horrified by the brutality
of the Oxygen Destroyer, but she urges
Serizawa to use the weapon for the good of
all the people affected by Gojira. Serizawa
is also afraid that countries will take the
Oxygen Destroyer and use it as a weapon.
The movie ends predictably with the use of
the Oxygen Destroyer to kill Godzilla, but
Serizawa sacrifices himself to kill him,
afraid that the secrets of the weapon will be
forced out of him. His last words are to
Ogata, telling him to be happy with Emiko.
While Gojira does in fact have some
plot holes and stereotypicaUy 1950s special
effects, the film also has some depth to it.
The movie shows the1 dangers and effects
that the use of atomic weapons can have on
nations and individuals. The scenes in
infirmaries after Gojira's attacks are inten-
tionally reminiscent of pictures taken short-
ly after the bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.
The film is not always very subtle in
presenting its moral (a woman in a subway
directly comparing Gojira's attack to the
bombing of Nagasaki, Professor Yamane
directly stating that if hydrogen bomb test-
ing continues then Gojira will return), but it
does effectively show the nature of the
human casualties endured in a nuclear
attack, which can easily be forgotten in the
jingoistic political fog created around wars.
The film also shows through Serizawa the
internal struggle of those involved over
whether or not to use such weapons.
Professor Pflugfelder's discussion after
the movie was also very enlightening.
Pflugfelder, who has dedicated vast
amounts of time to the study of Godzilla
and how it has been shown and reacted to
around the world, presented a study of the
film itself and publicity for it. His slides
featured posters of the film, many of which
were quite humorous, from different parts
of the world. He made many insightful
remarks about the posters, including that
where the film was presented for adults,
there was a great deal of sexuality in the
posters, and where it was presented as a
children's film, sexuality was replaced with
maternal figures. He also discussed why
these monster films were so popular (and,
to some extent, still are) and the odd rela-
tionship between Godzilla and King Kong.
While Gojira might still not be a great
film, it has certainly become an iconic
work. The study of the film and its influ-
ence is very interesting, as shown by
Pflugfelder's presentation. The original
version of the film has a much more serious
tone than the remake, and it is worth taking
the time to
this week in CAREER SERVICES
Wednesday, novenrcber 9
ARMY Scholarship Program 7:00pm
A representative from the U.S. Army will be in the Career
Services Office to talk about the many opportunities they offer
for further studies in the health professions. EssentiaEy, this
is a chance for graduate and professional school students to
have Uncle Sam pay for their full tuition, books and fees, and
a living stipend. With this program, you can study medicine,
nursing, dentistry, optometry, clinical psychology, or veteri-
nary medicine for FREE.
YALE Masters Program 7:30pm
Yale School of Public Health will be here about their masters
and doctoral programs in biostaristics, chronic disease epide-
miology, environmental health sciences, the epidemiology of
mic'robial diseases, global health, health management, health
policy and administration, and social and behavioral sciences.
Come and ask some questions about studying at Vale!
teHob Benjamin1? 1
Feeling a little overwhelmed about your interviewing skills?
Have questions? Need tips? This free workshop will feature
tips on, wardrobe, pre-interview preparation, research,
follow-up, and questions to expect Get the inside track on
how to nail your interview. This is not just for students
7:00pm Yadeoconference Room
thursday, november 10
Lunch w/Yahoo! Marketing Executive
A roundtable discussion with Yahoo! Marketing Executive
Gladys Nortey! Ms. Nortey will discuss the state of advertising
and marketing today and how to position yourself to move into
the industry. Sponsored by the Advertising Education Fund.
AEF is a non-profit organization whose mission is to "enrich the
understanding of advertising as an essential component of our
economic and social system." . . . _ . .
y Mather Dining Hall
Thursday, 1 1 / 1 0
12;45-~2:00pm
Morgan Stanley Info Session
7:00pm
Summer Positions available for full-time analysts. Come hear
all about waht they have to offer and the great experience you can
gain working in the Equity Securities Lending group, ESL is a
global leader in securities lending. No Experience required.
This is a great starting point.
St. Paul Travelers Interviews
St, Paul Travelers will be on campus to interview for a Pricing
.Analyst and Product Analyst. If you are interested, please submit
vour resume bv 11/9/05 to http:// trincoH.erecruitinej com Job
descriptions are posted!
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Mcflvaine Brings NY
Hip Hop to Campus
continued from page 1
Wyclef Jean's "Gone Till
November," and an inspired
arrangement of "Wonderwall" and
"Sexual Healing" that simply
demanded a repeat performance
as the audience danced out the
door a little after 11. Chiu was
really impressed with the energy
that night in the Underground.
"The crowd was amazing. There's
nothing like having the audience
get up and start rocking out to
make you feel good about per-
forming. I also have to give props
to Magee Mcllvaine for free
styling during 'Gone Till
November' and Sam Zivin for
beat boxing."
On Friday night the scene at
the Underground was certainly
different, but the vibe was just as
full of energy. The show was
"dope to-the-extreme," says
Zivin. Brazil, Nigeria, Tanzania
and Sierra Leone were all repre-
sented here on our little campus in
Connecticut, and that in itself was
an incredible phenomenon. Add to
that the fact that the crowd was
full of energy, having an amazing
time bouncin' and groovin' to the
beats, and you've got yourself the
makings of a truly unique experi-
ence, right here on this campus
renowned for its dominant culture
of...well, you fill in the blank. But
Sam Lin
Talented international rappers came to Trinity.
became interested in the interna-
tional hip-hop scene. He spent last
semester in Senegal, being
exposed to artists in the music
scene there. Now that he's back on
campus, he's working hard to
bring these amazing cultural expe-
riences home and share them with
the rest of campus.
On Friday, we had Dola, rep-
resenting Tanzania, Chosan, rep-
resenting Sierra Leone/UK, OKE,
representing Nigeria, and LF and
DJ Laylo, representing Brazil. We
had rhymes in many different lan-
guages, but the show just proved
that "good times" transcend all
language and cultural barriers.
After each artist had an individual
set, the end of the show became
one big freestyle medley, with
appearances from all the artists as
well as campus staple Self
Suffice, and students Kino Clarke
'07, Zee Santiago '09, and Sandra
Lawson '06, with Jason Azevedo
'08 holding down the DJing.
"Their passion and eloquence
and political poignancy and
worldliness were irresistible. It
got crazy and we were all right
there with them. Basically, upon a
background of caricatured cultural
events at the party bam, it was the
most culturally quenching and (do
I dare say?) important event I've





















events to go to
that provide
I would bet that "Brazilian hip-
hop" wouldn't make the list.
Mad props to Magee
Mcllvaine '06 for putting together
this amazing hip-hop show of
artists from all over the world.
Nomadic Wax, an NYC-based
label devoted to promoting
African artists stateside, agreed to
send a few of its artists up to
Hartford in what was really a
grand experiment. They had never
really taken their show on the road
(that is, out of New York), and
"they were super impressed" with
how they were received, said
Mcllvaine. "I was. super happy
about how Trinity was so recep-
tive" to the acts, he added.
This show in many ways rep-
resents the culmination of a lot of
the things Mcllvaine has been
exploring during his stint here at
Trinity. He got into the local
music scene through his radio
show on WRTC, and from there
them with a funky-good time and
will also expose them to amazing
culture and talent. I am extremely
grateful to the people devoted to
infusing this campus with a wider
view of culture - a group that
includes everyone from the talent-
ed performers (students and "out-
siders"), to the people who work
hard to make these events happen,
to the amazing crowd that isn't
afraid to try something a little dif-
ferent from the normal Friday
night routine for a new kind of
fun.
This Thursday there will be
another hip-hop show in the
Underground, featuring MCs
from New York City. There is def-
initely an audience for these
things here on campus...and
they'll be making their demands
for fun, "alternative" times heard
while they're having a blast
singing and grooving to the beat.
You should come check it out.
Batman Should Buy Kryptonite
Batman Lacks Superpowers but AUer-ego Has Money and Power
continued from page 15
it. He would put up a better fight
then people think he would.
As any literate person knows,
Superman is not human and
Batman is. This gives Superman
an obvious advantage. No human
in recorded history has ever
flown, or had X-ray vision, or any
of the superpowers that Superman
has.
But think about it. Where no
human has achieved any of these
feats, humans in general have. We
can fly in airplanes, we can see
through things with X-ray
machines, we can blow really cold
air that freezes things. What I am
trying to say is that if Batman
were to modify his utility belt he
could easily have all of the super-
powers that Superman has, if not
more.
tantly, as I said,


















of. With Bruce Christian Bale stars as fledgling Dark Knight.
Wayne's money and power, he enough, it happens, and that which
could easily get his hands on some
kryptonite.
No human in recorded history has ever
flown, or had X-ray vision, or any of the
superpowers that Superman has.
With these modifications,
except for the fact that Superman
is invincible and Batman isn't, the
field is even. So, now think of
each hero's alter ego. Who is
Clark Kent? A wussy journalist
with a nice apartment and two
friends. Who is Bruce Wayne? A
multi-millionaire, with political
power, a new fiancee for every
movie, anda.-cpol butler.sJ3-ruce.afrf
so much cooler. But more impor-
With kryptonite, all he would
need to do is fashion a bullet and
shoot Superman, which wouldn't
be easy but is possible. And as
they say "that which is possible, is
less than likely to happen, and that
which already happened may hap-
pen again if the conditions are
similar, and that which was going
to happen, but didn't, still might
to happen, if your will is strong
is impossible is only impossible if
we accept it as an inevitability."
It is clear, with his power,
money, and butler, that Batman
has a better shot than people think
he does. Even the writers of the
comics agree with me, which is
apparent because the clash
between the two superheroes was
played out in a comic book, and,
believe it or not, Batman came out
on top. I hope my article has shed
new insight oh the topic and you
will hesitate slightly before
answering someone the next time
they ask you who would win if
Superman and Batman were to
fight to the death - , because
•Batman would do the- same for
you.
The River Nov. 8
7:30 p.m.
Connecticut's sizeable community of French cinema lovers has something to celebrate
this fall - a new, restored print of Jean Renoir's first color film, The River, The great direc-
tor of Grand Illusion and The Rules of the Game, who left German-occupied France in
1941 and Hollywood soon after, traveled to India to make a gorgeous, life-affirming epic
set along the banks of the eternal Ganges. Here, three girls on the brink of adult sensuali-
ty — one American, one English, and one half Indian, all fall in love with the same injured
soldier. While Renoir called India "one of the greatest inspirations," his humanistic
approach to filmmaking also inspired his assistant — the young Satyajit Ray. "There's no




Meet director Walter Hill, who will introduce Cinestudio's special screening of
Crossroads, his cinematic tribute to the blues and roots music of the Mississippi Delta.
Hill, whose other acclaimed films include Hard Times, The Long Riders, The Warriors, 48
Hrs, Streets of Fire, and Last Man Standing, is a longtime fan of Westerns - and most cur-
rently won the Directors Guild of America 2005 Award for directing the pilot episode of
the HBO hit series, Deadwood. Crossroads tells the story of a young music fan (Ralph
Macchio) who recruits an aging harmonica player (Joe Seneca) to help him track down a
lost song by blues giant Robert Johnson - who, legend has it, sold his soul to the devil in
exchange for his other-worldly talent. 98 min.
7th ANNUAL EROS FILM FESTIVAL No v 9-13
Beautiful Boxer Noy 9 at 7:30 p.m.
Both Nov. 10 at 7:30 p.m.
Saving Face Nov. 11 at 7:30 p.m.
The Dying Gaul Nov. 11 at 9:30 p.m.
Fish Can't Fly Nov. 12 at 2:30 p.m.
Sommersturm (Summer Storm) Nov. 12 at 7:30 p.m.
The Aggressives Nov. 12 at 9:40 p.m.
The Laramie ProjecfNav. 13 at 2:30 p.m.
Murderball Nov. 13-15
7:30 p.m..
The Disability Awareness Theme Housing Quad sponsors an exciting new film at
Cinestudio on the sport that has electrified fans and changed the lives of its players: quad
rugby. The best sports movie to come along since Hoop Dreams follows the U.S. National
team as it faces Canada in the 2002 Wheelchair Rugby Championships. "Original, outra-
geous and murderous fun." Peter Travers, Rolling Stone magazine.
At the Monday Nov. 14 screening of Murderball, meet members of the Connecticut
Jammers, who will answer questions about their experiences playing on CT's Quad Rugby
team. 86 min.
cinestudio.org
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Emotion, Excitement from JDPE j Talent Abounds at
the Party Barn ShowThe Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble Dances at Charter Oakscontinued from page 16
The movements were playful and
large, filling the large stage.
Reflecting the theme, the audi-
ence was comprised of quite a
few young people. Last
Thursday, Nov. 3, a group of
Trinity students attended the
Judy Dworin Performance
Ensemble's Time Out!, which
was performed all weekend at the
Charter Oak Cultural Center.
JDPE is heavily affiliated with
Trinity College: Judy Dworin is
the chair of the Theater and
Dance Department, and perform-
ers Lisa Matias and Deborah
sides, but gradually their move-
ments became different. Slowly
they rose to their feet, exiting and
entering at various times.
They continued their per-
formance, exploring motion and
movement, pattern and repeti-
tions. They bounced in unison,
and then shuffled across the floor
like cars. Their dance was mir-
rored by the music, which varied
from frog, to clock, to percus-
sion, to foreign woodwind instru-
ments. When the music was fast
the dancers moved more quickly,
presenting a feeling of anxious-
ness or excitement. The emotions
Each movement was intentional and
creative. The dancers had grace and a cap-
tivating stage presence.
Goffe are teachers of Jazz and
Modem Dance, respectively, at
Trinity. The students were very
excited to see familiar faces on
stage.
The performance began with
script projected on a large screen
in the back. It read "Once upon a
time, before there was time, there
was a frog..." The dancers in the
Judy Dworin Performance
Ensemble rocked on their backs
on the floor to the sound of frogs.
They began by moving together,
their legs stretched out to their
portrayed by the dancers all relat-
ed to the central idea of time and
that our lives are ruled by the
clock. We are always hurrying to
go somewhere or do something.
Their choreographed steps
were very detailed: a point of the
finger, a quick lift of the knee, a
gaze of the eye. Each movement
was intentional and creative. The
dancers had grace and a captivat-
ing stage presence. "It was a
great opportunity to get out into
Hartford and see a unique piece
by Trinity employees," said
freshman Samantha Moorin.
As mentioned earlier, there
was a screen in the background
that projected a story and images.
However, the dance was so capti-
vating that it was difficult to
watch the dancers and the movie.
Perhaps it was the large space in
the Charter Oaks Cultural Center
that made the screen seem so lit-
tle and insignificant. The dance
was interesting enough without
the use of a projected storyline
and images.
Before the show, the Women
of the Cross performed a variety
of a cappella songs from their
repertoire. Their songs are spiri-
tual and they sing with passion.
The three women who form the
group clutch their hands and
close their eyes as the powerful
words fill their bodies. Their
strong and powerful voices
attract the audience's attention
immediately, and the audience
clapped and swayed to the
melody. The Women of the Cross
are part of the Judy Dworin
Performance Project.
The entire, evening was a suc-
cess. The Women of the Cross
were inspiring and the Judy
Dworin Performance Ensemble
was exciting. This was only the
first of two installments in this
Judy Dworin Performance
Ensemble series.
continued from page 15
Trinity. He offered words of
advice to the preview students,
urging them to stay true to their
principles, "I never had to be any-
one but myself." This aside, his
song was didactic, even insulting
at times, lambasting the "rich
white kid" at Trinity, who does
discussed the upcoming year for
the Gospel Choir, which grew
from nine members last year to
27 this year. Their next concert
will be Dec. 9 in the Washington
Room and tickets are $5. If
Yasmeen's performance is any
indication of the Choir as a
whole, the concert is not one to
I was in awe as they clapped and
stomped in perfect synchronization.
nothing but drink and spend
money. While this personality
undoubtedly exists here and while
Prum is entitled to his own opin-
ion, you cannot fight stereotypes
with further stereotypes.
The Shondaa Steppers per-
formed several routines, each of
which was impressive and enjoy-
able. I was in awe as they
clapped and stomped in perfect
synchronization to complex
beats. Even more exciting was
the break-dancer who followed
them. Brandon Somogee '08,
rapped as well and was doing a
fantastic job until the music was
shut off.
Yasmeen Hadaway '08 per-
formed a gospel medley acappel-
la next, and her melodic vibrato
was a welcome change from the
bass of the earlier rap songs. She
miss. Judene Small '08 recited
"Plastic," a poem about fake
people who live with fake identi-
ties. It fit particularly well with-
in the scope of the evening, espe-
cially after Prum's song.
Another success was a perform-
ance by Isis, a preview student,
who recited a poem about
racism, homophobia, and stereo-
types.
It is always refreshing to see
so much cultural diversity at our
insulated institution. Trinity, as a
community, seems to constantly
struggle with its identity.
Hopefully, these promising pre-
view students, who bring with
them unbiased, idealistic views
of their college education, will
be able to change Trinity's claus-
trophobic and conservative atti-
tude for good.
WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW
EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS, <
At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you'll find everything you need to succeed.
From a challenging yet supportive academic environment to faculty members who will
become intellectual colleagues. From live-client clinics to real-world extemships. Plus
annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full tuition. For more information,
visit http://law.quirmipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
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, 8 Mon Nov. 14 # 0 ,
6 p.m.
« Project/Object With Ike Willis & 9
• Napolean Murphy Brock 8
* performing the music of Frank Zappa 8
• $15 adv a
• Thurs.
•* Nov. 10
> . b p .m. ,
\ • VHl STRIPPED ACROSS AMERICA: <
_ _ 9 9 Dokken, Jcmi Lane (Warrant),
7 : 3 0 p . m . , 8 Firehouse, Stephen Pearcy (Ratt), Kip
• J e m , Josh Kslley • • Winger (Winger), sponsored by The Gold
• • Club
' • Sat. Nov. 12
• 7:30 p.m.
* a Hot Hot Heat, The Red Walls, We
s Are Scientist e
s " •
• $13 adv „ •
• $9.99 adv
" • o • • •
Sun.Nov. 13 •
6 p.m. •
Slimkid's Liberation Tour f. Tre
Hardson of the Pharcyde, Fuquawi 0
Band and special guest Heiruspecs, e
Milo Shef f •
•
% $12 adv e *










Hebrew Health Care presents






Book Early and Save
Lowest Prices Hottest Destinations
BOOK 15= 2 FREE TRIPS OR GASH





Spring Break 2005- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Gancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring on-
'<3aroi»us-«reps." Call for group dis-
counts. Information/Reservations 1-
800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Students, Faculty: Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified sec-
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EVENT
S Celebrating s \
S Solutions For Ending N̂
/ Homelessness \
/ ' . ' \ •
I *Hartford Spotlight Event* ^
/Mayor Eddie A. Perez and LGH invite you to Hartford's Ending j
I Homelessness Awareness day. Come meet leaders developing 9
I solutions for ending homelessness on Tuesday, Nov. 15, 2005 j
I from 6 to 8 p.m. at The Lyceum, 227 Lawrence Street, Hartford. |
1 % This event is the product of the Quest 2005 "Reaching Home" /
\ \ taskforce. Mayor Perez will kick-off the event, which also / /
V features exhibits, hors d'ouerves and refreshments, and
\ musical entertainment by "Inspire." The event is free, */
but you must RSVP to rsvp@dbh.com or - '
call 275-0614 by Nov. 8.
r Lectmr
SIMONE SCHWEBER: MAKING SENSE OF THE
HOLOCAUST
MAKING SENSE OF THE HOLOCAUST: LESSONS FROM CLASSROOM PRACTICE LEC-
TURE ON NEW BOOK BY SlMONE SCHWEBER, GOODMAN PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION
AND JEWISH STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
WEDNESDAY, N O V . 9 4 - 5 P . M .
TRINITY COLLEGE HILLEL
7 4 VEKNON PLACE
THE PATH TO LES LAUVES: A HISTORY OF C£ZANNE"S
STUDIOS
MARY LEWIS




TERRACE ROOM B, MATHER HALL
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To All Members
of the Trinity Community %
Green Campus will be kickstarting our campaign for a
more environmentally conscious community. For the third year in
a row, we will be sponsoring Green Homecoming, a weekend-
long event during which Trinity will help to do its part in reducing
its effect on the environment. We have purchased 140,000 kilo-
watt hours of renewable wind energy; this will comprise almost
twenty percent of the campus s total energy usage for the
weekend. We have also purchased biodegradable cups that will
be distributed to the Pi Kappa Alpha, Psi Upsilon, and Alpha Chi
Rho fraternities and the Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority for their
weekend festivities. Additional recycling bins will be placed in
prominent locations around campus. We urge you to use them
and make this homecoming weekend a Green Homecoming.
fOcJenf"Do"cfy
program on campus, modeled after those currently in place at
other NESCAC institutions. With programs like Project Clean Plate
we are continuing to reduce the 200 pounds of food waste in
Mather every night And we are encouraging various groups and
organizations at Trinity to find ways to reduce their e n e r g y : , #
sumption. , , " '
America Recycles Day is Tuesday, November 15th. Join
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Fresh Start: Basketball Welcomes New Coach
ANDREW BUCHBINDER
SPORTS WRITER
As the leaves turn color on the trees,
Trinity's women's basketball team also
looks to turn over a leaf of a new color.
The first step in this process is the guidance
of a brand new coach, Head Coach Wendy
Davis.
Coach Davis has spent the past six
years coaching at Western New England
College, and spent her playing days at the
University of Connecticut as well as play-
ing professionally in the WNBA.
Coach Davis certainly has a large lega-
cy to follow, replacing former Head Coach
Maureen Pine. Pine coached the Bantams
for eighteen seasons before resigning last
June.
Throughout those eighteen seasons,
Pine put together an impressive 250-167
record, while steering the Bantams into 11
NESCAC Tournament appearances during
her tenure.
Under Pine, the Bantams also made
NCAA appearances in 1995 and 1997, and
brought an ECAC Division III New
England Championship title home in 2000.
Last year, the Bantams ended up with a 9-
14 record before getting knocked out in the
NESCAC quarterfinals by the top-seeded
Bowdoin squad.
Head Coach Davis acknowledges the
impressive two decades of work that Pine
put in, and says that "Maureen Pine did a
great job... and I want to continue building
the program to the best it can be." The
building process under Davis begins this
year.
In addition to inheriting an office and a
title from Pine, Coach Davis is certainly
inheriting a talented
team this year. Many of the team's core
players are entering their junior years,
which means the developing and acclimat-
ing period should be nearly over, and these
Bantams should really come into their own
this year. Among these key juniors are
guard Marry Lennick, guard/forward Leigh
Melanson, guard/forward Sarah Cox, and
forwards Cat Maher and Jasmine Johnson.
Lennick led the Bantams with an
impressive 95 assists last season.
Lennick's 95 assists from last year were 60
more than she accumulated in her freshman
year, and given this trend, who knows what
she's capable of this season. In addition to
her unselfishness on offense, Lennick also
totaled 38 steals last year, which tied for
the most on the team with Cox.
Cox, who started in 22 games and
played in all 23 last season, grabbed a
team-high 164 rebounds last season, which
resulted in an average of 7.1 boards per
game.
Cox really developed into a defensive
force last season as she finished the year
with thirteen blocks, second only to the
graduated Rebecca Bell. Cox also showed
that she can produce on the offensive side
of the ball as she scored an average of ten
points per game, hitting 39 percent of her
field goals.
Coach Davis will also have last sea-
son's second leading scorer coming back
for her junior year in guard/forward Leigh
Melanson. Melanson averaged 11.2 points
per game, and contributed to the rebound-
ing cause by grabbing 5.4 boards per con-
test.
Look for forwards Catherine Maher
and Jasmine Johnson to continue their
improvement as well this season. Maher
played in 22 of the 23 games last season,
and started 12 of them.
Meanwhile, Johnson impressively
played in every game throughout the
course of last year, and proved her worth
particularly on the glass, coming off the
bench by snatching 4.4 rebounds per game.
Senior captain Deirdre Savageau is a
solid player and defensive stopper.
Savageau averaged 3.9 points per game
and had 29 assists on the year.
Last year's only freshman, forward
Kathleen Cordon is also the teams tallest
player at 5'11". She is an effective inside-
out scorer, and her height will be important
for a perennial undersized team. Conlon
averaged 3.8 points per game and 3.3
rebounds in 23 games.
The Bantams have a very strong core of
players who have now been around the col-
lege game for a couple of seasons, and are
definitely ready to improve on last season.
It will be interesting to see what strategies
and match-ups Coach Davis implements in
her first season here.
The Bantams will start the season
against Mary Washington at the
Swarthmore Invitational on Nov. 19, a date
that cannot come soon enough for the eager
By Nick Cantone
Erika Heinckcn '08, an outside hitter on the Bantam
volley ball team, led Trinity to a semifinal appearance at
the NESCAC volleyball Championships at Colby this past
weekend. Heineken, a sophomore mechanical engineer-
ing major from Larkspur, Calif, has enjoyed a fine start to
her Trinity career.
Heineken led the NliSCAC and set a new college
record for digs per game as a freshman with 6.39, Her
success as a freshman earned over to her sophomore cam-
paign as she switched over to outside hitter and has
excelled. She led Trinity in kills per game this season,
She was named NESCAC Player of the Week for her
efforts a few weeks back and led the Bantams to the
NESCAC tourney after a two year absence.
Heineken was introduced to the game of volleyball by
her older cousin who played college ball at Cal-Berkeley.
She quickly fell in love with the sport, picking it up in
fourth grade. She was her team captain in both her junior
and senior seasons at Marin Academy where she earned
all-league honors her senior year. Erika also played bas-
ketball and swam throughout her adolescence.
Chris Olenoski, a junior wid& receiver from Shelton,
Conn, helped-the Bantams earn a.30-20 victory over
Amherst on the gridiron this past weekend. Olenoski has
been a major contributor to the Bantams' current 29-game
winning streak. He currently leads, the team in receptions,
receiving yards "per game and receiving touchdowns.
Showing his,versatility, Chris also threw a touchdown-
pass against Amherst as afield goal attempt went awry.
Olenoski, a former soccer player, was introduced to
football at the age of eleven arid quickly fell in. love with
the game. "Football is the ultimate team sport. I just love
the camaraderie and.passion the game exudes." He was
fortunate enough to be high "school teammates with cur-
rent Detroit Lions quarterback Dan Orloysky, That; tan-
dem helped produce an undefeated and stale champi-
onship team in Olenoski's sophomore year.
He was also voted to the all-s,tate team threes years as
a-wide receiver during Ms liigh school career. Chris's ath-
letic prowess is always on display during football games
and is evidenced by an all-league selection in basketball
during his senior year at Shelton High School.
ERIKA HEINEKEN
CHftJS O|UENOSKI
Photos courtesy of wvvw.trincoll.edu
eSid the Kid' Brings New
life to Floundering NHL
JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
In preparation for the hockey season
that really matters around here, Trinity
Men's and Women's Hockey - previews of
both teams coming in next week's Tripod -
this week's topic is a brief look into the res-
urrected sport of professional hockey, some
of you may remember it as the NHL.
Now whether you are a hockey fan or
not, you were probably riveted by_the
drama of last year's
season, or the lack
thereof. What
makes this less sur-
prising is when you
consider that
" S p o r t s C e n t e r "
gave the lockout
about as much
attention as it does
when the teams are
actually playing
games, so it really
never dropped from
the radar;- it was
just blinking there




who has heard his own guilty verdict.
The point is that I'm glad to see the
NHL back on its feet (or skates as the case
may be) and unless you've been in the
backwoods of Alabama for the past six
months you have probably heard about the
big story of this season, 'Sid the Kid.' Yes,
'Sid the Kid' or Sidney Crosby as his par-
ents named him, is the fresh new face of the
NHL a la LeBron James in the NBA. Sid





thanks to the new
Comcast lineup, is
available to all




who by the way,
plays for the last-
place Pittsburgh
Penguins - took his
one-man army on
the road to New
York City for the
first time in his
www.nhTcom career. Like when
again and as some- Sidney Crosby had a goal versus the Rangers. LeBron made his
what of a secretive hockey fanatic, I'm
glad to see highlights of actual games on
my 11 p.m. "SportsCenter" instead of the
highlights of news-conferences about how
the players definitely will not/possibly will
not/might reject a proposal with a salary
cap or of Gary Bettman walking from the
front door of a hotel to a car like a felon
debut at the World's Most Famous Arena,
much hype surrounded the game and how
each respective phenom would react to
playing on the biggest stage in the country.
For his part, Crosby responded well,
scoring a goal in the Penguins' 3-2 win.
see IT'S ALIVE! on page 22
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Bantams Make Waves in Tourney After Absence
continued from page 24
finished the season at 9-1 - suffered their
only NESCAC loss on the season had come
in their first match, against Colby way back
on Sept. 16. Obviously the two teams have
changed dramatically since then. Also in
the mix was Williams, who just happened
to be the four-time defending NESCAC
champions, so, despite the disparity in the
standings, there were a few teams that had
a legitimate shot at talcing home the
Championship.
Clearly, Colby and Tufts were the top
two schools, with Colby gaining the top
spot via their win over Tufts, and also
clearly, Bates, Bowdoin and Hamilton were
all on the outside looking in, due to their
paltry records, but the rest of the final reg-
ular season standings - and thus the seed-
ing order in the Tournament - were not as
cut and dry as the top and bottom spots
were.
Five teams - Amherst, Middlebury,
Connecticut College, Trinity and Williams
- were all tied with identical League
records of 6-4. Each team was given a
share of third place in the final NESCAC
standings.
For the Tournament, the seeding order
was done by a random draw, in which the
Bantams received the sixth spot, ironically
above Amherst, a team which the Bantams
lost to twice and below Middlebury, which
the Bantams beat once in NESCAC com-
petition and once in a non-League match
and Connecticut College which Trinity
beat during the second week of October to
unofficially guarantee this trip to the
Tournament.
Being the number six seed, the
Bantams prepared to play the number three
seed for their first match in the Tournament
vvwvv.trincoll.edu
Vanessa Forero v08 recorded 10 kills against Tufts in the semifinals this weekend.
which just so happened to be against
Middlebury. This pair could not have
worked better for Trinity and worse for the
Panthers. Recall that Trinity beat
Middlebury early in the year at Middlebury
and then a second time at Amherst the next
weekend.
Thus, it was not surprising when the
Bantams pulled off an apparent upset to
dispatch the Panthers rather easily in three
games. Trinity controlled the pace of play
for most of the'match. Erika Heineken '08
ended the game with a team high 13 kills
and Megan Borgelt '08 had 42 assists in the
c o n t e s t . •• -:: ': -•• •• •
Trinity won the first two games handi-
ly 30-14 and 30-23. The third game was
the most hotly eontested of the afternoon.
Pantliers**Sfar'fe3" 6ff**FKe"*tTiinf" very''
Rhoten Leads Hoops Squad
strong and for a while it looked as if the
Bantams would be unable to complete the
sweep, but Trinity buckled down and took
the game into extra points and won 32-30
to advance to the semi-finals.
The next day, the Bantams were met on
the court by the second seeded Jumbos. As
mentioned earlier, the two sides were rela-
tively familiar with each other as they had
faced off only a week and half earlier, with
the Jumbos winning the match 3-0. Thus,
the Bantams were looking for a bit of
revenge as well as the recognition that they
desired as being one of the premier teams
in the NESCAC.
However, as the game got underway, it
was evident early on that Trinity would not
reach the next level on this day. The
Jumbos" stormed out of the gate and took
the first game 30-19. The Bantams eked
out the second game 31-29 but were then
back on their heels again as they lost the
third game 30-20.
Late in the fourth game, it looked as if
it could go either way as both teams inched
their way up to 30 but in the end, the
Jumbos would not be denied won the game
31-29 and thus the match 3-1. The Jumbos
then went on to play Colby the next day -
who knocked off defending champions
Williams 3-0 - losing to the White Mules
3-0.
Against Tufts, Heineken again led the
team with 11 kills and added 19 digs while
Vanessa Forero '08 added 10 kills. Emily
Moore '08 led the team with 23 assists and
Borgelt had 14 assists. For the year,
Heineken ended the season seventh in the
NESCAC in kills averaging 3.26 per game
and fifth in serve aces averaging 0.53 per
game. Among the other season honors,
Forero finished fifth in the NESCAC in
blocks per game with 1.03 and Moore also
finished fifth in the League in assists with
10.25 per game.
Trinity Volleyball closes the books on
another season, this one more successful
than the past few years and with a great
deal more experience and another full year
under Head Coach Jen Bowman behind
them, the Bantams will look toward next
fall. They have a core of freshmen and
sophomores that now have at least a year's
experience under their belts and in the
coming years they will use this to improve
the team's dynamic :••••
What they gained out of this year, if
nothing else, wasr playoff experience and
will undoubtedly take this year's events
and use them to further a program that is on
t h e 1 r i s e . ' '"' ' " ' ' ' ' ' •-'••-•••• •"•=• - » • • "
continued from page 24
gives the Bantams an explosive
offensive weapon both from the
outside and driving to the basket.
Hasiuk average nine points
per game and dished out 135
assists a year ago. Michael Hoar
'07 and Kino Clarke '07 both
improved mightily over their first
two seasons and will be counted
on to play larger roles. The 6'6"
Hoar is a solid low-post defender
and rebounder with three-point
range, while the lightning-quick
Clarke plays either guard spot
with equal effectiveness and is a
threat to drive Or shoot from long
range.
"Last year I think we made
the mistake of looking too far
ahead. This year we have to take
every game as it comes and win
it," said Rhoten. "I think we
should do really well in the
NESCAC — it's as good as it
always is and there is nothing that
1 want more this season then to
win the league tourney.
"We obviously have a lot of
games to win before we can even
think about the tourney but I think
we're going to be very good this
year."
The sophomore class features
6'7" center Russ Martin and 6'8"
center Steve Dunn, who both
showed the ability to start at this
level, along with athletic swing-
man Erik Holm, and point guard
Tyler Simms. Martin received the
most playing time as a rookie,
displaying a soft shooting* touch;,;
while. Dunn, showed crafty off en?
sive ability in the paint and could
be a dominant player as his body
matures. Holm should step right'
in as a valuable contributor at
both ends of the floor. Tom
Finnegan '06 provides tenacious
defensive play and leadership,
while classmates Wesley Stonely
and Ed Fitzgerald will back up
the guard spots.
"We're all really excited for
the season," stated Rhoten. "We
have a lot of talented players and
it is going to be really hard for
teams to stop us once we get
going."
The Bantams open the season
against Cortland State in the
Sponaugle Tournament at
Franklin and Marshall in
Lancaster, Penn. on Nov. 18.
After Christmas break, the
team will have key NESCAC
matchups at Amherst on Jan. 14
and home against Connecticut
College on Jan. 20.
Another key game will come
on Feb. 4 against perennial pow-





continued front page 21
But the more important story was
how he's been playing consistent-
ly well with all the pressure he's
under. After his point in
Monday's game, Crosby had 19
on the year - five goals and 14
assists - which, thanks to a handy
stat on the OLN post-game show,
ranks up there with both Gretzky
and Lemieux in terms of produc-
tion in the first 15 games of a
career; Gretzky had 20 points
while Lemieux had 19 points dur-
ing their first 15 NHL games.
From 'Sid the Kid' to his
predecessor, Gretzky is still mak-
ing waves in the NHL, not as a
player, but rather as the head
coach of the Phoenix Coyotes.
Unfortunately, this
storyline is not as
promising as








games has fallen to
a dull whisper in
the wind of late.
I can't believe
that Gretzky is a
bad" coach, but
maybe it's the fact
• that he's surround-
who expect him to strap on some
pads and have another 50-goal
season to lead them, but the
Coyotes stink. Thus, the
"SportsCenter time" devoted to
Gretzky, which at the beginning
of the season was a good three to
four minutes, is now down to a
lowly highlight of the Coyotes'
opponents scoring an overtime
goal to win the game.
So what have we gained from
the return of the NHL aside from
these things to watch? Well, even
if Gretzky doesn't turn out to be a
great coach, or even a mediocre
one, or even if Sid the Kid turns
into a Kwame Brown, fans can
take heart that, cross your fingers,
the NHL still has a pulse.
www.espn.com
Captain Tyler Rhoten '06 led the NESCAC in scoring last year. ed by bad players Will Wayne Gretzky turn intoia great- eoach?
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Lord Jeffs Fight, But No Match for Bantams
continued from page 24
tice it all week, but it never happens that
fast. I first thought about running it in, and
I made the first guy miss and reversed field.
Everything happened so fast, it got a little
confusing. I just moved from side to side,
saw Jordan waving his hand, and everyone
on the sideline was yelling at me to throw
it."
But Amherst was not to be outdone,
and on their very next possession, Kehoe
found Macione streaking down the left
sideline for a 58-yard touchdown.
The Trinity sideline was left in shock,
as opponents had scored only nine points
on their defense all season, and no team
had scored on Trinity with that type of big
play.
The momentum would quickly shift
back into the Bantams' favor however, as
Mounds blocked the extra point attempt
and Allen took it 90 yards for two points.
What would have been a tie game turned
into a three point advantage, 9-6.
"I was pissed because I had slipped and
gave up the touchdown on the play before,"
Mounds explained. "But I saw the outside
wing blocker was opening up the gate for
me, and I ran right around him and blocked
the kick."
"I came around the left side with
Mounds and I happened to be in the right
place at the right time," Allen said. "Thank
god [safety Mike] Soules is so fast, because
he had a big block to help me get into the
end zone."
Amherst still had some big plays up
their sleeve to keep this game close, as
Kehoe again connected with Macione for a
long touchdown, this time for 43 yards,
giving the Lord Jeffs a 13-9 lead.
Chuck Pratt
Amherst gave Trinity's defense a run for its money, but the Bantams prevailed.
"No one pointed fingers at anyone. We
stayed positive and we came out and dom-
inated them. We don't expect to make mis-
takes, but when they do happen, we're
ready to make changes," Mounds said.
The Bantams were not to be outdone,
and on their very next possession went
back to their ground attack, and Leo
capped off an eight-play, 71-yard drive
with a six-yard touchdown, giving Trinity
the lead again, 16-13, but it wouldn't be the
last time the lead would change hands.
After the half, the Bantams struggled to
increase their lead, and it was the Lord
Jeffs that struck first, this time on a
methodical, 61-yard drive capped off by
Kehoe's third touchdown pass, a 16-yard
slant to Myers, giving Amherst a 20-16
lead.
Amherst's lead would last all of 16 sec-
onds. Trinity's first play from scrimmage
was a long touchdown pass of its own, a
59-yard pass from Pitcher to Olenoski.
With that, making it 23-20, the Bantams
delivered the knockout blow, siphoning
any momentum Amherst had.
"Coach [Priore] wanted to get the
momentum back, and the offensive line did
a great job; Pitcher had all the time in the
world to throw," Olenoski said. . "The
defensive backs were backpedaling, and I
made a fake to the corner and went for the
post route, and Pitcher hit me in stride. He
threw a perfect ball."
"We had been running the ball very
well the whole game prior to that," Pitcher
said. "The offensive line and Jordan did a
great job faking the run play, so when I
went to throw the ball, the defense was all
playing the run. Olenoski ran a great route
to get himself open and I just tried to give
him a chance to catch the ball and run."
From then on, Trinity's defense buck-
led down and did a spectacular job contain-
ing Kehoe and forcing them into second-
and third-and-long situations.
"At the half, we changed our blitz
package, and we rushed from places that
we knew Amherst wouldn't be able to
block us," Mounds said. "[Defensive coor-
dinator Jeff] Devanney did a great job, and
it helps that we have the best pass rushers
in the league, who forced [Kehoe] into
making quick decisions and giving him no
time."
A huge 35-yard completion from Billy
Schweitzer '06 to Snow set up Barnard's
nine-yard insurance touchdown, making
the final score 30-20.
"Every win is a big one, but this was
bigger because it was our 500th win for
Trinity football and it brings us one step
closer to a third undefeated season and 30
consecutive wins to end our careers,"
Pitcher said. "We're just trying to keep up
the tradition set by the other teams who
contributed to all 500 wins of Bantam foot-
ball."
"This win was something we needed,"
Snow said. "We were down at points and
we answered everything they threw at us;
we proved that we are a great team."
Saturday, Nov. 12 is Homecoming
Weekend and marks Trinity's final game of
the season against cross-town rival
Wesleyan, currently the worst team in the
NESCAC with an 0-7 record.
"We're going to take what Wesleyan
gives us, but play to our level; not down to
theirs," Pitcher said.
"Wesleyan will cap off a perfect sea-
son," Snow said. "We scrimmaged them at
the beginning of the year, and we pounded
them and took it to them. They remember,
and we're going to do it to them again."
to
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Trinity Handles Amherst, Earns 500th Win
rushing. Amherst did their damage in the
air, throwing for 323 yards, a season high
for Trinity opponents.
"We were met with a lot of adversity,
but we responded well," linebacker
Christian Allen '07 said. "All year, teams
couldn't do what Amherst did, but we kept
our heads up and showed who the champi-
ons were."
Wide receiver Chris Olenoski '07 came
up with several big plays for the Bantams,
throwing a 15-yard touchdown on a broken
field-goal attempt and catching a 59-yard
touchdown from Pitcher in the third quar-
ter.
Chandler Barnard '08 rushed for 99
yards and one touchdown, while Gennaro
Leo '07 was solid as well with 97 yards and
a touchdown of his own. Junior tight end
Michael Snow led the team with three
catches for 49 yards.
The number one defense in the
NESCAC gave up more points and yards
than it had in a game all season, including
allowing three wide receivers with over 90
yards receiving, but they came up large
when the game was on the line and stopped
Kehoe and the Amherst offense when they
needed to most.
Senior linebacker Ray Panza played
just as physically and aggressively as he
predicted and led the charge with six tack-
BEN LEONG
SPORTS EDITOR
In a wild game, Amherst tried to pull
off the upset with their big play capabili-
ties, but the three-time defending champion
Bantams hung tough and pulled out a 30-20
victory for their Division-III-leading 29th
straight victory.
With the win, Trinity, now 7-0 on the
season, also won their 500th game in
Bantam football history.
Like a heavyweight bout, both teams
traded blows, scoring points in flurries, but
it was the Bantams, who have not lost since
2002, who proved to simply be more tal-
ented and athletic than the Lord Jeffs.
"I was excited to play in a competitive
football game. The challenge of answering
touchdowns was something we haven't had
to do in a while," senior quarterback Josh
Pitcher said.
Amherst fought hard and had several
opportunities to win the game, with quar-
terback Nick Kehoe doing all he could.
The Trinity defense put Kehoe under con-
stant pressure, but he was elusive and able
to step up and make some huge throws,
throwing three touchdown passes, includ-
ing 58-and 43-yard touchdown passes to
Justin Macione and a 16-yard touchdown
to Mike Myers that briefly gave the Lord
J eHs the lead Vn the third.
It was a game of lopsided statistics, as
Trinity running backs accumulated 273
rushing yards; while the defense held
Amherst backs to an anemic eight yards Trinity's offensive unit responded to every big play Amherst could muster.
les, including one for a loss. Fellow line-
backer Ryan Albrycht '06 was credited
with a big 16-yard sack, leading a Trinity
defense that sacked Kehoe five times.
The Amherst offense picked on corner
back Paul Mounds '07 all day, but he hung
tough and managed to collect three tackles,
break up two passes, and had a key blocked
extra point that resulted in two points.
Sophomore corner Jared Boyd intercepted
a pass and returned it 16 yards.
After Trinity deferred the coin toss,
Amherst was stopped on three downs and
was forced to punt. The Bantams took over
at their own 40-yard line, and they pro-
ceeded to pound the ball on the ground
with running backs Jordan Quinones '07,
Leo, and Barnard. They were able to get
the ball down to Amherst's 15-yard line,
but on third-and-five, Barnard was stopped
at the line for no gain, forcing them to
attempt a field goal on fourth down.
With Kevin Swiriiarski '07 set to
attempt the field goal and Olenoski hold-
ing, the snap was low, and Olenoski was
forced to scramble. Eluding several
Amherst defenders, he rolled to his left
looking to run the ball in, but just as he was
about to be tackled out of bounds, Olenoski
let loose a pass to Quinones, who had
found his way into the back of the end zone
for a 15-yslrd touchdown completion.
"The snap rolled to me, which I wasn't
expecting," Olenoski described. "We prac-
www.trincoll.edu
Volleyball Advances to
Bantams 'Upset' Middlebury, Fall to Second-Seeded Tufts in Tourn.
•JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
It was the second week of
October when Trinity's Volleyball
team was pretty much positive
that they were going to earn a
spot in the NESCAC Tournament
at the end of the regular.season.
The Bantams had just swept both
Connecticut College and
Wesleyan and were sitting pretty
• with a 6-2 NESCAC record and
after a two year absence from the
Tournament; Trinity was compla-
cent with their accomplishments
to that point, complacent, but not
finished.
The Bantams then proceeded
to waltz through a .series of non-
league games until last week,
when they fell hard in two diffi-
cult contests to Amherst and
Tufts.
The Tufts game was especial-
ly difficult because it was the First
time all season that Trinity had
faced off against Tufts, universal-
ly considered, along with Colby,
to be one of the best teams in the
NESCAC. The Bantams could
have gotten themselves into that
arena with a win over the Jumbos.
But that, however, is old news.
This past weekend, Trinity
traveled to surprisingly temperate
Waterville, Maine to compete in
the NESCAC Tournament which
was hosted by top-seeded Colby
College. The White Mules fin-
ished with a perfect 10-0 record
for the season. However, the
odds were not stacked so heavily
in their favor as their rank and
NESCAC record would lead the
observer to believe.
Earlier in the season on Oct.
8, the Bantams just barley lost to
Colby 3-2. The Jumbos - who




Volleyball completed a successful season in the NESCAC tourney.
SPORTS WRITER
The men's basketball team is
looking to have another impres-
sive season as it starts practices
this week. The Bantams contin-
ued their string of 12 consecutive
winning seasons in 2004-05 with
a 19-7 record and narrowly
missed qualifying for a fifth
NCAA Division III Tournament
bid in eight years.
The Bantams are coached by
Stan Ogrodnik, who led his team
to a third place finish in the
NESCAC during the regular sea-
son - the team defeated Wesleyan
in the first round of the league
tournament- and then fell to top-
seeded Amherst in the semifinals.
Playing its annual schedule of
the top teams in the region,
Trinity was ranked among the top
25 teams in the nation for the
majority of the year and five of its
losses came against teams that
made the NCAA Tournament.
"I think we are looking really
good," said Tyler Rhoten '06.
"We.have a lot of great players on
the team this year and after a dis-
appointing season last year we are
okay to win this year. Our goals
are to take every game at a time
and win it."
The Bantams lost two solid
players to graduation, point guard
Jesse Farrell and sharpshooter
John Halas, but welcome back
seven players who were steady
contributors last season. Rhoten
was one of just 10 finalists for the
prestigious Josten's Award last
season as the nation's top
Division III player.
One of the best players in
Trinity College history, Rhoten
led the NESCAC in scoring with
22.1 points per game while also
averaging 7.9 rebounds and tally-
ing 51 assists and 45 steals last
season. Rhoten earned All-
NESCAC, All-Region, and Ail-
American honors for the second
straight year in 2004-05.
Patrick Hasiuk '07 emerged
as the team's starting point guard
by the middle of last year and
see RHOTEN on page 22
Sec who this week's
top pet formers wwv
m Uantanis in the
Crowd on page 21
INSIDE SPORTS
Finish reading about foot-
ball's victory on page 23
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